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THE MAIN STREAM OF ORIENTAL ART 

The traditional antithesis between the art of the East end West 

is shown in the mystical poem of Persia, Masnavi . In this poem the 

Chinese and the Greeks dispute as to which were the better artists . A 

contest was arranged and a house was allotted to each to embellish in 

his own way • . As the story goes, the Chinese covered the walls of their 

house with paintings, while the Greeks cleaned their walls until they 

shone bright and clear. The Chinese paintings were greatly admired; 

but it w~s the Greeks who won the prize . 1 

This story reflects traditional thinking and embodies a traditional 

antithesis between the art of the East and the West . Where, precisely, 

does this difference exist? 

Western art has been -factual, objective, concerned with form, 

shading, humanistic values, natural and intellectual . The art of the 

East has been more concerned with mystical, sensuous and decorative 

values and less with observed natural phenomenon. The Oriental aim is 

to express the unexpressible . nThe soul, " he says. ''is an inner eye . It 

looks not out upon the external world, but toward eternal realities . " 2 

The Orient does not try to please the outer eye by clever imitation. 

Nor does thought for the Oriental ever lose its emotional overtones . 

It is always the essential character that is sought . From the , \.' ·~·· ,., :i 

earliest examples we know down to Hokusai ·in Japan, waves are represented 

by lines which, if they neglect the accidental edges and broken 

1Laurence Binyon, Painting in the Fa.r East , 3. 

2Sheldon Cheney, A World History of Art. 244. 
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forms of rough water as we see it, emphasize the oontinuous curve and 

rhythm by which waves are actually created. It is always the essential 

element that is insisted upon. The weight and mass of water falling, 

the curve of a stream, sinuous and swift, evading obstacles in its way. 

All in a rhythm of pure lines. Every line surrounding the main theme 

will conspire to this main theme by force of repetition or of contrast. 

"• •• If it be a warrior in action, the artist will 
ensure that we shall feel the tension of nerve, the heat of 
blood in the muscles, the watchfulness of the eye, the fury 
of determination. That birds shall seem to be, above all 
things, winged creatures, rejoicing in their flight; that 
flowers shall be, above all things, sensitive blossoms un
folding on pliant up-growing stems; that the tiger shall be 
an embodied force, boundless in capacity for spring and fury-
this is the ceaseless aim of these artists, from which no 
splendour of colour, no richness of texture, no accident of 
shape, diverts them ••• By isolation and the mere use of 
empty space they will ·give to a clump of narcissus by a rock, 
or a solitary quail, or a mallow plant quivering in the wind, 
a sense of grandeur and a hint of the infinity of life."3 

Japanese painting is an art of line rather than an art of color. ;..,. .. .,..,,,,..1. 

Yet color is often a vital part of the painting. The Japanese color -~ \,·--.. 

prints of the eighteenth century are exquisite in color. Yet they hold 

to the essence of linear design. The spaces to be oolored are flat /)· ·· 

spaces, and the instinct of the artist is to invent a harmony of colors 

which intensifies and gives added charm to the harmony of line. The 

primary condition of a picture is to decorate a flat wall. These 

paintings are undistracted by the problems of chiaroscuro. 

./ 

,..J ;l 

Oriental painters have much in conunon with the provincial masters v / i: __ '1 

of Italy before the Renaissance; with the masters of Medieval Europe, 

and with early Christian and Byzantine art. Exact realistic repro-

duction was not an ideal • . The ideal was always the effective realization 

j 
· Laurence Binyon, Painting in the ~ East, 13. 
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of an imaginative idea. Asiatic painting limits itself. It leaves 

to sculpture and to architecture the proper effects of those arts. 

With mere contour, the Oriental artist succeeds in producing the 

illusion of perfect modeling, and develops the sense for expressive 

line. 

However, it is worth considering that great masters of both con

tinents have often had the same ends. The laws of perspective are boldly 

violated in European painting in painters from Leonardo to Ingres to 

achieve an aesthetic purpose. Goethe, in his "Conversations" comments 

on a landscape by Rubens. The figures in the picture cast their shadov;s 

one way and the trees another. "It is by this," Goethe says, nThat . 

Rubens proves himself great, and shows to the world that he with a free 

spirit stands above nature."4 Art is not entirely subject to nature, 

but has laws of her own. Art sets up no external objective st·andard 

and does not ask of a picture that it correctly represent the objects 

it portrays. Fast or West, it must be a real experience of the soul. 

If modern Western painting had developed continuously from the art 

of the Middle Ages without the invasion of scientific conceptions brought 

by the Renaissance, its course would probably have run close to that of 
·\1. - '··{-;,..,J- ... ....._ __ 

the painting of the East. As it is, the painting of Europe is richer, /,~.- .,~/·-

more complex, and unhampered by traditiGn. New sources continue to 

influence modern painting. Growth continues. Its contrast with Eastern 

are is like that of dramatic poetry to lyric poetry; Wagnerian music to 

Strauss waltzes. With a greater goal, failures in estern art are more v 

frequent; but in the final analysis, achievement becomes a greater 

.Ibid., 18. 
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triumph. 5 

Opposition bet'tveen man and nature is well-rooted in the philosophy 

of Western man. Nature must be controlled. She is the enemy. Man as 

the all-important being must dominate nature. Not until after the 

thirteenth century does the idea of landscape as something beautiful 

and to be enjoyed enter into European art or literature. On the other 

hand, this Oriental philosophy makes man one with nature; not trying to 

conquer its forces, but in complete submission to and in harmony with 

nature. Landscape appeared early in Chinese and Japanese art and grew 

for centuries before the first European landscape painters developed 

the landscape for its own sake. 

-..~~ 

/,\. ,.,J J. ·, ·\. .. ~~ 

Suppression is an important Oriental philosophy which enters 

Eastern art canons and makes what is left out as important as what is 

portrayed. This leads to an art of suggesti on rather than of factual 

- f;.;._ .... ,t:\fll'" ,..t 

statement. But . for those features that the artist deems i mportant, de

tails are amazingly precise with a decorative sharpness when necessary 

to the artist's purpose. The Japanese artist does not aim at complete 

representation of a scene, but selects signif icant elements. A tree 

partially hides a building. The top of a mountain peak only is drawn 

leaving the base to be supplied by the observer.6 

This philosophy also permeates Japanese literature and poetry where 

implication is important. This is an interesting example. 

5
~ •• 27. 

Frail are t he petals -
So frail I fear lest they f all 

In the wind of wings. 7 

6Marc Chagall, Artists~ Art, 432, for a comparable philosophy. 

7 
Louis V. Ledoux. The Art of Japan. 49. 
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The word bird is not mentioned, yet so cleverly suggested. 

There is also a canon of Japanese art which requires that there 

be in every paintin·g both positive and negative; ·passive arrl active; 

dark and li ght. One bird darts upward, the other down. Groups of 

fi gures are often placed in opposition. 

In the early periods of Japanese painting, there is no point at 

which one can pick up the thread of Japanese art and say definitely: 

' 

"This is Japanese art. n The distincti ve qualities have developed 

gradually. In Japanese painting there are the conventions known to 

practically all Oriental picture art. Compositions are flat with no 

sculptural eff ects. Cast shadows are i gnored and there is very little 

relief found in Japanese paint ing . Depth is suggested rather than 

emphasized. Space is made a living part of the desi gn , yet no scientific 

laws of perspective govern the Eastern artists' approach; rather an 

empirical system, depending on observation and experience along with-

out regard to science and t heory, is employed. 

There are examples of Japanese painting in those era of painting 

when the Chinese inf luence was direct, where compositions are richly 

complex and filled with fascinati ng bits throughout the background. 

This is especially true -of certain phases of painting in illustration of 

Buddhist legend where groups of fi gures illustrating episodes of Buddhist 

religion lavishly fill the panels. At the other extreme is t hat paint

ing which emphasizes especially the calligraphic expressiveness of the 

drawing, and the exact spacing of the motive on the picture plane. A 

single element--a horse, a dragon, a ti ger--will bring t he space to life. 

Here the Japanese brushdrawn line becomes eloquent. (See Plates 1 and 2.) 
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In landscape painting, backgrounds are hardly more than a misty 

haze. By contrast, nearby tree branches, buildings, rocks or hills, 

are brought forward in the picture plane and given emphasis. The 

landscape illustrates the Japanese method of laying up the pictorial 

element in planes with a vivid contrast between the misty receding back

ground and sharp foreground. This simplified composition, with ex

pressive brush strokes, has had especial appeal to the modern painters 

of Eu.rope. 

The Japanese studied nature with ardent attention and with the object 

of training the memory so that the subject is completely visualized. 

These mental images are recorded with force and simplicity. The Japanese 

concentrate on life, movement, character, but always with an eye to the 

decorative effect. 

The Burning of Sanjo Palace, a thirteenth century masterpiece of 

the Kamakura era by the artist Keion, is an excellent example .of con

centrated movement. There are no shadows, no scientific perspective, no 

background. · The spirited action, superbly sensitive, stylized decorative 

drawing, make this an example of typically Japanese painting. 

Except in periods when Chinese influence was dominant, action be

comes a prominent theme in Japanese painting. Heroic episodes of the 

civil wars are hi gh-spirited and is an apt expression of the martial 

temper of the Japanese People. A frank gaiety and humour has given the 

Japanese a bond with the West. The mysticism of Indian and Chinese paint

ing did not permeate Japanese re l i gion or art to the extent that it is not 

comprehensible to the West. For this reason, the European finds Japanese 

painting more to his taste as he could not respond to a mysticism he 

did not understand. 
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During the weaker periods of Japanese painting, t he emphasis was 

on dexterity. Clever manipulation of the brush became more important 

than creation and inner significance. An instinct for neatness , for 

fastidious cleanly order that is so characteristic of the Japanese 

people is reflected in their art . 

The development of art in Japan is marked b·y defi_nable periods in 

which the art alternates between immitation of the Chine se, am a 

nationalistic development . The most -nationalistic period in Japanese 

art was the Tokugawa Period (1603-1868) . During this period, Japan 

secluded herself from the · rest of the world. But .. the old traditional 

art had worn itself threadbare with copying and repeating traditional 

subjects and following set canons . A new school developed, fresh and 

vital , that is unparalled in any other Oriental art . These young 

Japanese artists revolted against the classical Chinese schools and 

set up aims apart from the main stream _of Oriental art . Through the 

development of block printing and the gro~h of world politics, the 

art of this new school was destined, _by slow evolution, to so permeate 

western painting that it is impossible to find an exhibition of major 

importance that does not show our artistic debt to the Japanese print 

designers . 
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THE UKIYOYE SCHOOL OF PAI NTING OF JAPAN 

Social and Political Conditions. 

The political and social climate in Japan during the Tokugawa era 

prepared the way for the birth of the Ukiyoye school of painting. For 

nearly two hundred and fifty years. the Tokugawa shoguns had sought to 

maintain a planned and fixed social economy. To strengthen the position 

of the shogunate, Hideyoshi had developed the strength of the upper classes, 

the daimyo and the samurai. By strengthening them, his plan was to 

establish so strong a feudal system that no one individual would rival 

his own rule . and to insure the Tokugawa rule even though weak rulers 

should follow him. 

To further insure that no rival daimyo should become powerful enough 

to challenge his supremacy~ the shogun required that the daimyo live half 

of each year in the capitol of Yedo. 1 Thus a capitol city, buzzing with 

activity and commerce, came into being. The merchant class that rose had 

need for a new culture. The common man was not included in the culture 

of this feudal system, so evolved institutions of his own. The art of 

the Ukiyoye master was one of these evolutions. 

But the society changed even if the plans of the Tokugawa shogun 

did not. By mid-nibete.enth century, Japan was living under a regime which 

no longer was adequate to the new conditi ons. To understand t his change, 

it is necessary to review the periods preceding the Tokugawa shoguns. 

The Ashikaga period (1335-1427), founded by General Takauji Ashikaga, 

was also a feudal dynasty. His grandson, Yoshimistu Ashikaga, the Cosimo 

1 Present day Tokyo 

9 
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de Medici of Japan, came into power in 1368. The Zen Buddhist sect had 

sought refuge from China and this religion soon had a stronghold in 

Japan. Yoshimistu became a Zen Monk in 1394 and dominated the affairs 

of state from his temple palace. The monasteries became universities 

of the Ashikaga era. Scholars were sent to China to study and artists 

were brought from Japan to China. The art of the Southern Sung era was 

revived while the art of the contemporary Ming anperors was ignored. 

The Principles of simplicity and dignity were the basis of the landscape; 

color was subdued. Literary seclusion became a passion and these sons 

of soldiers now became abs orbed in nature contemplation. It was a. change 

of standard as profound as that of the Italian Renaissance when the 

Medieval feudalism succumbed to the cult of Plato and the humanists. 

The No drama, an aristocratic form of lyrical drama based upon 

classical legends, evolved during this period. These plays were stately 

pantomine in which the actor appeared on an empty stage in ancient costume 

and mask. In high-pitched chant., elaborate steps and stereotyped gestures, 

he intoned the strophes of the stylized drama. The subtlety and legendary 

allusiveness of this drama was over the heads of the populace. 

While the Ashikaga shoguns were busy contemplating the beauties of 

nature, the No drama, and the tea ceremony, rival barons had rent nine

tenths of Japan from under their rule. 

The Toyotomi Period (1573-1602) was an interregnum between the 

Ashikaga and the Tokugawa. The Tokugawa general Oda Nobunaga destroyed 

the Ashikaga shogun. After Nobunaga's death, the low-born general Toyotomi 

Hideyoshi became military dictator of Japan. This Napoleon of Japan 

conquered Korea and invaded China. With these martial deeds, Zen idealism 

died. There was no place for the simple dignity of Ashikaga. An era of 
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material splendor was ushered in. Art was ornate and rioh, and colorful, 

comparable to that found in Venice of the late Renaissance. The Kano 

artist Yei toku filled the palace with lavish decoration; murals in rich 

dark colors and gold. The Zen monochrome was worked out of Japanese art. 

Japanese subjects, the glori ous victories of the civil war, national 

history and poetry were again in vogue. The Korean invasion had stimulated 

national pride. Japan had a colony in Sirun. The Portugese, the Dutch, 

the Spanish, and the English had come to Japan and stimulated interest 

in the Westeni world. "Could the dawning age have been left to take 

the best in Western thought as its inspiration, Japan might soon have 

become the rival of England.•2 But the time was not yet ripe. The 

Japanese people were not educated in the art of self-government and 

international relations. 

In the est at t his time, Europe was in the throes of a religious 

reaction. Luther, Swingli and Calvin had gained -footholds. Rubens, 

Van Dyck, Rembrandt, Holbein and Breugel were painting their master

pieces. 

By the Tokugawa Period (1600 - 1868), t he shogun became suspicious 

that the Jesuits3 were tampering with national allegiance. In 1639 

an edict of seclusion again shut Japan off from t he world. This, the 

shogun hoped, would curb change and safeguard their peculiar Japanese 

society. They did not foresee the shift from an agricultural to a 

mercantile economy and the rise of the bourgois. 

2 
Ernest F. Fenollosa, "An Outline of Japanese Art, i t Century Magazine, 

LVI, (1896), 276-289. 

3
The Jesuits were active i n Europe as early a s 1534. 
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Relief from the feudal system;~ Japan, as it had been in Europe, 

was the rise of the industrial classes in the large cities. Before 

Ashikaga, the soldiers and farmers were content and had no craving for 

education. But when the Tokugawa erected the samurai into an aristocratic 

institution, the conunon people began to push out towards a culture of 

their own. The conc.e.ntrated life in Yedo brought about by the decree 

already mentioned that all daimyo should live a part of the year in Yedo, 

did much to develop the social structure for which the feudal system 

was no longer adequate and to produce the Yedo that fostered the Ukiyo 

culture. 

The Zen belief had been to stimulate thought anew and not to 

obtain ideas from reading. Books, naturally, were not popular during 

the period of Ashikaga. Now, Japan's common man, the noveau riche, 

could afford printed books and demanded the education necessary to read 

them. Writing and a school of criticism arose. Books were illustrated 

and embellished with pictorial design made from woodcu~s. Most of the 

Ukiyoye artists derived income from designing book illustrations~ 

Histories were published between 1650 and 1720, and the people read 

about the Shi~to religion and the supremacy of the Mikado. They read 

about how other shoguns had usurped his power. A nationalistic spirit 

and Yamato simplicity was renewed. "A tide of revelation which Tokugawa 

repression could not stem was washing away a gap beneath its feet.n4 

Ancient literature was revived as in the Renaissance of Italy. The 

Kojild, a semi-mythical record of Japan's primitive age, was revi ved9 

edited and published. This ancient faith of Shinto seemed to prove the 

4Ernest F. Fenollosa, nAn Outline of Japanese Art," Century Magazine, 
LVI, (1898), 285. 
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sanctity of the Mikado who for seven centuries had been relegated to 

an inactive position. The Kojiki was a political weapon of keenest edge. 

The No opera that had developed in Ashikaga of stately form, slow 

chant, pantomine and dance, gave way to a new people's theatre with 

realistic scenery, buffonery, burlesque, and the play was written in the 

vernacular. Often the themes in these plays were romantic or historical. 

They played an ·important part in the art of the Ukiyoye painters. 

European knowledge of science flowed in through Nagasake. Knowledge 

of medicine and surgery was available. The study of plant and animal 

life became common. Paintings of these forms became popular with the 

Ukiyoye arti st and were eagerly purchased by the common people. 

By the Genroku era (1688-1703) the merchant class had attained a 

position of economic importance. The samurai retained their social 

position, but the new merchant class had all the money. The picture 

is the court of Charles II of England in reverse. The noblemen were 

the puritans while the merchant class had all the fun. 

This world of the new bourgeoisie spent its fortunes in restaurants 

and theatres, bath-houses, tea houses and luxurious Yoshiwara or licensed 

quarter. This life produced a new popular plebian literature and 

pictorial art depicting the lives and pleasures of the newly rich 

connnoners. The culture of the Genroku was new and vital, even if 

wicked and at times vulgar, and it contrasted . strangely with the culture 

of the aristocracy. It is natural that the Japanese aristocracy would 

not have accepted the art of these plebians as serious art of great 

consequences in world art history. 

Between 1'628 and 1854, the period of Japanese seclusion, the world 

beyond Japan witnessed the Glorious Revolu~ion in England, the French 

revolution, the revolt 0£ the thirteen colonies, the wars of Napoleon, 
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and the beginnings of the Industrial Revolution. The United States 

had acquired the Oregon Territory (1846). The Western merchant had 

also _ developed and was looking for new markets. The prints of the 

Japanese artist were .a part of this new trade. 

The art of Japan had been greatly influenced by these social con

ditions. The old Tosa and Kano schools became stereotyped. Virtuosity 

with the brush replaced creation. Nine general schools appeared, all 

with an attainment so low as to be of no importance to art history. 

Three schools, however, that developed kept the art of this period 

from a low ebb. Korin established a new school which was the school of 

the aristocrat. The Ukiyoye school and the Shijo school were plebiali 

schools which developed to meet the demands of the new social order. 

The Ukiyoye school is the concern of this paper. Thei_r development 

of the woodcut and the wide distribution of the color prints gained 

for these masters a· place in world art. 

The Artists 

The artists of trre Ukiyoye school sprang, for the most part, from 

the ranks, virile and fresh. They were not afraid of new ideas or 

methods, though many of them.were steeped in the Taso and Kano traditions. 

Their position in relation .to the traditional artists of Japan is com

parable to that of the Impressionists, post-Impressionists and the Fauves 

to that of the Acadamicians of France. The . Ukiyoye artists broke with 

the classical school of Japan. They were experimenters. They felt that 

life about them was as interesting as heroic legend. Every change of 

fashion in the gay life of the capitol at Yedo was faithfully followed 

in their drawings. At first confined to painting, the Ukiyoye school 

was given impetus by the development of block printing. Illustrations 

-~ 

I . 
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for the new books were made possible by this development. 

Before the painters of Ukiyoye, occasional scenes of everyday 

life had appeared in Japanese art. Usually, however, common people 

were included only as an i ncident to the main theme, as attendants 

perhaps, but never as the main subject. 

The Primitive Period (1660-1764). 

Though Moronobu is generally conceded the title of founder, Iwasa 

Matchei began the pai nting of contemporary life. Few of his paintings 

are extant, and he neglected to sign these genre paintings. It was not 

the custom among the aristocratic schools to paint these subjects, and 

he still clung to the old customs. Matahei confined his work to paint

ing and designed no prints. 

Hishigawa Moronobu, (see Plate 3) a designer of block prints ' and 

book illustrations of unusual power, entered this field in 1770. He 

admired the pai ntings of Matahei and the new subject matter was exciting. 

His work transformed the book illustration into an i mportant and 

beautiful creation. 

First and foremost, the new theatre was represented. The greatest 

prints of the Primitive Period a r e the s i ngle fi gures of actors portrayed 

in their roles. Social and domestic scenes also find a place. And the 

occupations, amusements of the ladies, the boating parties and tea-

house scenes, all the play of fashion and recreation of t his new city 

or Yedo appear in brilliant succession. 5 

Other painters of the Primitive Period were Masanobu, Kwaigetsudo, 

Kiyonobu, and Toyonobu. Their chief concern was with decoration. They 

5.A.rthur Davison Ficke, Chats~ Japanese Prints, 67. 
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sacrificed minuteness of detail and accuracy of representation for 

broad decorative effects combined with vigor of movement. Simplicity, 

grandeur in spacial and linear concepts give this period a high place 

in art annals. Motion is translated into sweeping calligraphic lines. 

Figures in this early period are purely one-dimensional and formal. 

The picture is composed of flat patterns of lights and darks bounded 

by the sharp outlines of great curves. The actor is not portrayed as 

an individual. The aim is to portray some sense of the dynamic power 

of the role in which the actor appears. 

These first prints were in black and white only. Then Moronobu and 

his contemporaries tried coloring these outlines by hand. An orange 

red mass appeared by 1700. Ta.n, lemon yellow and red appeared by 1715. 

By 1720, it was found that the intensity of the coloring could be en

hanced by the addition of lacquer. Brilliant combinations of red, yellow, 

blue, green, , brown, and violet were soon added. Often gold powder and 

powdered mother-of-pearl were sprinkled into the lacquer. 

Masanobu is credited with being the inventor of the true color 

print by most historians. · The first colors were green and red. other 

colors were added in time. By 1755, Toyonobu and Kiyomitsu had added 

a third color. But for large and important pieces, hand coloring was 

used to the end of the Primitive Period. 

Kwaigetsudo has been a puzzling artist to historians. At present 

it is generally assumed that there existed a group of artists all pro

ducing prints signed by the name of one leader. Ficke classes the 

Kwaigetsudo work the most powerful and imposing in the whole range of 

Japanese prints. The treatment of these single women on single sheets 

consists of a storm of brush strokes. The structure of the figure is 

I I 
j I 
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built up with swirling lines, feverish and frenzied as those of 

Van Gogh. 
• 

Torri Kiyonobu and his pupils dominated the Ukiyoye school during 

the first half of the eighteenth century. Since Kiyonobu's father was 

either an actor or painter of theatrical signs, Kiyonobu's interest 

centered around the theatre. His few landscapes are of no great interest. 

His forte was the representation of actors and heroes of history. His 

early days as sign painter for the theatre tell forth in the bold and 

gigantic style of his drawing. He establishes the general type for all 

later actor portraits. He is often as bold as Kwaigetsudo, and more 

uncouth. The robes of the figures of Kiyonobu are broken up into 

definite segments with sharp boundaries like parts of a picture puz zle 

instead of a surface of brush strokes. 6 Kiyonobu is not subtle. Like 

Gaugin, he often suggests the shout and roar of bombast. 

Okumura Masanobu along with Torri Kiyonobu and Kiyomasu exerted 

an influence upon the whole course of Ukiyoye. All three lived to the 

ripe age of eighty without exhaustion of creative powers. This influence 

continued over three generations. Fenollosa gives them credit for nine

tenths of the Ukiyoye work during the first half of the last century. 

If Matshei was the originator of the Ukiyoye idea, Moronobu the 

father of its art, these three men can be regarded as the stimulators 

of its distinct style. Masanobu, Kiyonobu, and Kiyomasu developed the 

single sheet print as the best means of portraying the new legitimate 

theatre. They depicted the city of Yedo, like Paris in France, with all 

of its exciting night life, gaiety and fashions. llnd in the lighter vein 

6 
The figure in Matisse' Decorative _Figure on an Ornamental Background 

., is treated in this manner. (Plate 23) --~ 
,r ') ·v 

11 
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the illustration of the new novelette was an important p·art of their 

contribution. 

Masanobu's mastery of the problem of producing a color composition 

rich and vivacious by the use of only two colors is noteworthy. He 

varies the si ze and shape of his color masses. and by judicious use of 

the white paper and t he black of the key block. produces the ef fect 

of full color. 

Okumura Masanobu also originated the format of the pillar print 

with its narrow dim~nsions. 7 Ishikawa Toyonobu used this pillar print 

in haunting, suave lines which produced figures such as the Girl Opening 

an Umbrella. 8 The new red. a little less heavy than before is used for 

the body of the dress, while blue is used in mass on the light umbrella. 

On the costume. blue, orange and white are spotted almost equally here 

and there in small pattern. 

The nude fi gure was rare in Japanese art. Toyonobu's devotion to 

them is an exception to the general practice of Japanese artists. While 

the Greeks idealized the human form. the Japanese artists did not dare 

venture into that field of · ennobling man. They turned from the nude 

figure to the more easilY: manipulated beauties of patt'ern and the flowing 

line of the robes and accessories. Only Toyonobu and Kiyomitsu and 

Kiyonaga were able to overcome t his national barrier. At times, Toyonobu 

came close to the Gr eeks. 

Toyonobu' s oman· .Dressing9 combines the folds and patterns of half 

open robe with parts of anatomy into a strong desi gn of l ine in space that 

7L. Binyon and G. G. O'B. Sexton, Japanese Colour Prints, 28. 

8
Arthur Davison Ficke, Chats~ Japanese Prints, Plate 8. 

9Ibid., Plate 8. 
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is twenty-seven inches tall and only four inches wide. 

Kiyomitsu treats the same subject on the same sized pillar print 

in Woman Coming From Bath. 10 The linear folds of the robe are re

placed by strong swirling pattern design in the material of the robe. 

Ingenious use of space make these prints outstanding. Both Toyonobu and 

Kiyomitsu use black, white and two or three colors in patterns that 

never lack variety and strong decorative effect. Whistler emulated them 

in his econolll¥ of color. 

Early Polychrome Masters (1764-1780). 

The Primitive Period has been preparation. To the leaders in the 

field at this date. printing in outline to be colored by hand had been 

transmitted from their ancestors. They had aided the new cause of 

printing by the use of green and red, then three colors. Aesthetic as 

their best designs were, they lacked full pictorial representation. 

The ground itself was not always an organic part of the picture. 

Suzuki Harunobu, Katsukawa Shunsho, Utagawa Toyoharu, Kitao Shigemasa, 

and Hashirakald Koriusai are waiting at the threshold to become lords 

of Ukiyoye's future. 

Harunobu, like the other new men, cared little for the traditions 

·Of his teachers. Avoiding the stage, Harunobu charms with his youthful 

maidens, shy, sensitive, delicate as Whistler. The key to his first work 

is not so much the multiplicity of his color blocks as his efforts for 

background and atmosphere. His tones of grey, rose an~ soft yellow were 

often intensified by a shade of rich green or crimson or chocolate red~ 

used sparingly like grace notes. Harunobu fills his whole picture with 

harmonious and expressive tints representing sky, earth and sea. This 

10~., Plate 10. 'I 
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is new to Ukiyoye prints and presents a new problem in space division. 

Whistler must have studied Lady Talking with Fan Vendor, Courtesan 

Detaining~ Passing Samurai, and Girl Viewing Moon and Blossoms. 11 (See 

Plate 4.) These prints are constructed of rectangles forming strong 

verticals and horizontals sharply cut with diagonals. The last named 

print is calmer than the other two with figures forming the main diagonal 

and only a minor diagonal along the veranda. The pillars, doorway, and 

bamboo curtain form strong verticals of well-filled space, a type of 

composition which Whistler and Seurat adopted so effectively. Whistler 

and Seurat do not attain the same triviality. They use the diagonal line 

less frequently than Degas and Lautrec who are closer to Harunobu. The 

traditional classical background of Whistler and Seurat is more apparent. 

The dignity of Whistler's Mother and Seurat's La Parada are missing in 

Harunobu; but Harunobu's subject matter calls for triviality. The 

effect is quiet and the line fine. 

The "fleeting moment" of Ukiyoye is shown in Harunobu's subject 

matter: ~ at !. Fair Showing Off Monkey ~ !. Pole; Young Girl with 

Hairpin; Woman ~ Child at ·.!. Temple Lavatory; Girls Catching Minnows in 

!_ !!!.; Child Playing with Fish in~ Dish; Woman Petting;:. Dog. These 

were definitely not traditional subjects. The new full color prints he 

invented drove the old style out of the market and Harunobu became Lord 

of Ukiyoye. 

Hashirakaki Koriusai had the misfortune to be overshadowed ·by 

Ha.runobu at the beginning of his career and Kiyonaga at the end. We 

mention him here because he used the most vigorous line of his contem

poraries and combined orange and blue in striking effects that are 

111.._bi· d. • Pl , ates 12, 13, 14, respectively. _ 

I 
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remindful of Van Gogh. Koriusai excelled in the pillar print and 

rejoiced in triumphing over this space as the European did over con

quering the spandrel. 

Shunsho sprang from a school that designed theatrical prints. He 

makes a striking contrast with Harunobu. Shunsho' s compositions were 

dramatic. He restored the popularity of the actor prints and became 

one of the most popular of the Ukiyoye print makers. His actors were 

vigorous, exaggerated, and dynamic. Men ·played the female roles of the 

Japanese stage at this time as they did in the Elizabethan theatre. In 

Shunsho's prints, they move in long sweeping, brilliantly colored robes 

in arrested motion not unworthy of an Antigone, or the sweeping step of

Clytemnestra. 

Kiyonaga ·later drove Shunsho from the field of actor prints. Then 

Shunsho's pupil, the young Hokusai still later, became the great master 

of the Ukiyeye gchool. 

Shunsho, unable to cope with the competition of Kiyonaga, gave up 

prints to his rival and turned to pure painting. But there is nothing 

more splendid in Ukiyoye painting than his intense use of black and red. 

In~ Playing!: Flute, the entire garment is in solid red. Young~ 

~ Woma.n Under an Umbrella~~ is also a composition in red and black 

with white snow. Matisse also enjoyed this color scheme. 

Few of Toyoharu1 s prints have survived. He made use of European 

perspective, using the orange color of Koriusai in a manner not too 

suitable to the landscape. l e remember him mainly as precursor of 

Hiroshige. His landscapes have been called the grandparents of Hiroshige's. 

Shigemasa had a unique position among the artists of Uki.yoye. He 

was not competitive as were the others and stood aloof with cool, calm 
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compositions. For the first time, texture appears. Shigemasa was 

master of painting, printmaking, and book illustration. His flowing 

curves are refined; his color chords were made of hatching one color 

. 1 • th Tw L d" d S t B . B l? d in 1.nes over ano. er. o a 1.es an ervan earing ~ is a goo 

example of this European device. 

Kiyonaga and His Followers (1780-1790). 

Torri K.iyonaga is to be regarded as the central figure of Ukiyoye. 

From 1780 to 1790, his output was tremendous. Up to Kiyonaga, all is a 

rising curve; all after him a gradual descent. In his early years, he 

was pitted against such masters as Shigemasa, Harunobu, and Shunsho. 

Even in his early prints the handling of notan is superb. Mary Cassatt · 

borrowed his method. His color is saturated with the same tones of 

yellow we find in Van Gough and Gauguin. 

The movement of this period is towards naturalism. The primitives 

had been primarily concerned with decoration. The second period, the 

prints became more humanized, yet still symbolic and fictional rather 

than real. With Kiyonaga, the real earth was interpreted. The world 

of his designs is not a world- of fantasy but of reality. 

In examining the work of Kiyonaga and his contemporaries, the fact 

cannot be ignored that during this and the succeeding period, the fore

most artists found the chief themes for their designs among the courtesans 

of Yoshiwara. But one must remember that in Japan in the late eighteenth 

century, the typical courtesan was not the debauched woman depicted by 

Lautrec, but a cultivated person and a worthy companion of the young 

aristocrat. In the designs of Kiyonaga and Shuncho, she is not a woman 

-12 Described as No. 212 of an exhibition at the Fine Arts Building, 57th 
Street, New York, New York by W. H. Ketcham, P• 68 of exhibit catalogue. 
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of the underworld. 13 

In Kiyonaga, all previous developments met. He gathered unto 

himself all the best of the past artists of Uld.yoye .and struck out boldly 

and originally, obtaining monumental quality, grace and color that has 

made him the foremost of the Ukiyoye masters. 

The primitives drew figures that were restrai ned and show l imited 

technique. The later decadent artists showed t heir own satiety and 

weariness in the slender languor of t heir figures. But the artist of 

the prime period draws large-limbed, wholesome, normal figures as magni

ficent as his own drawing ability, naturalistic yet highly imaginative. 

Kiyonaga's subjects are still the gay life of Yedo; countless 

ceremonies of the New Year; all the phases of the life of the common 

people. Women Washing Clothes (Degas painted The Laundress. Daumier 

~ Washer Woman, Lautrec The Laundress, and Van Gogh painted women 

washing in one version of his drawbridge); Portrait of!: Lady with~ 

Umbrella (the Parisians painted women with umbrellas over and over again 

during the period of Japanese influence); Courtesans and Attendants, 

numerous versions; Women~ Toilet, Three Women at Toilet, all establish 

definite kinship between Ki yonaga and Mary Cassatt as well as Degas 

and Lautrec in subje ct matter as well as in compositions. Three Girls 

~~ Iris Garden (two versions) was paralled by Van Gogh. , Three Girls 

~ _! Balcony; Girls ~n .! Balcony Overlooking the River, gave inspiration 

to Manet and Whistler's treatment of people on balconies and the many 

loge scenes in the theatre which follow the same design principles. 

Countzz Girl ~!. Red Horse14has the same color distortion of Carl Marc's 

13Arthur Davison Ficke, Chats~ Japanese Prints, 210ff. 

14
A11 titles of Japanese prints are taken from Fenollosa. 
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Red Horses. The use of the curved line for its own sake appears. From 

here on, line for its own sake becomes more and more popular. We shall 

see this become especially characteristic of Yeishi at a corresponding 

date. 

Kitoa Masanobu marched under the banner of Kiyonaga. His famous book, 

Celebrated ·«omen.££. the Tea Houses and Their Handwritings, deserves 

mention as in this book the handwritings of the women are i ncluded in 

the design. In Lautrec especially, lettering and writing become a part 

of the design. It is used to advantage in his poster art. 

Retirement of Kiyonaga to the Death of Utamaro (1790-1806). 

In this period, we find the sound and classic figures of Kiyonaga 

being replaced by slender drooping bodies with piled coiff ure and elab

orately brocaded robes. The transition into this decadence, however, was 

not sudden. The apex had been reached with Kiyonaga. Like Michelangelo, 

his achievements could not be surpassed by his followers. 

As in all periods of degeneration, the begim1ing of the change was 

not visible to the contemporaries. But Kiyonaga seemed to sense a change. 

He withdrew from Ukiyoye and lived for some twenty-four years in retire

ment. 

Shuncho (see Pl ate 5) was his closest follower. He followed him 

so closely t hat unsigned works a.re often difficult to distinguish. A 

tendency towards effeminacy is felt in Shuncho. Neither Shuman nor 

Shunzan had the strength of new vision. So, like Alexander's empire, 

the honors were divided. The satraps are Yeishi, Utamaro_ and Toyok:uni. 

Yeishi was a scion of t he old aristocratic Kano academy who tired 

of the Yedo court and t he solemn old Chine se poets. With no idealizations 

to trouble him_ he put down what he saw as frankly as a young reporter 
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15 
let in for the first time behind the scenes of Yoshiwara. 

Yeishi introduced a color scheme of grey, yellow, violet, blue and 

black which he handled superbly. Ficke compares his early figures to 

Watteau and his line to Botticelli. But towards the end, his figures 

become very willowy with long thin necks of Modigliani's figures. 

He also uses the yellow grounds of Kiyonaga that had become a vogue. 

Of the satraps of Kiyonaga, Utamaro was far the best and had the 

greatest influence on v'i'estern art. Utwnaro was original. Binyon 

ranks his figure designs as the best in Ukiyoye. 16 His was a new art , 

for a new age whose coarser habit of mind was expressed in his design. 

The social structure of Japanese life was disrupting. The shogun 

was losing power. The Kojiki was working for the Mikado. Strict 

censorship was placed on the prints and the t heatre. The influence 

of the Dutch at N·agasld gave the staid Eastern customs an European 

flavor. A spirit of inquiry penetrated the unrest. New and popular 

histories were written and the shogunate were looked upon as usurpers. 

The authorities answered ,rith sterner repressions. 'The samurai and 

daimyo were even forbidden to ·enter t he legitima~e theatre. This 

censorship removed the element that might have reformed the pleasures 

of Yedo. 

15 

"Thus there arose a sort of alliance between the theatre 
and the houses of pleasure on the one hand, and the disaffected 
among the literary and political agitators upon the other. Men, 
great men who sowed the seed of revolution which ripened in 1868. 
had to flee for asylum, not to Buddhist temples. but to the 
labyrinths of Yoshiwara, where, in the care of a romantic love 
lavished upon them by its then highly cultivated hetairae, seditious 
tracts which set the heart of a nation on fire (were written) •••• 

Ernest F. Fenollosa, Masters of Ukiyoye, 83. 

16Laurence Binyon, Painting in the Far East , 254. 
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Hence the two phases of a new Ukiyoye art--its pressure outward 
to fuller realization, and its frank recreations in the 
vulgarities of its surroundings. This passing phase of affairs 
Utamaro well knew. Himself frequently an inmate of Yoshiwara, 
he knew the authors, the agitators, the female intriguers, 
the pet actors and wrestlers, writers of cheap novels, cutters 
of vulgar prints,--all this feverish life he breathed; of it, 
so far as Ukiyoye allowed him, he became an exponent." 17 

This was the society from which Kiyonaga withdrew leaving Utamaro 

to reign. Utamaro designed rich and lavish compositions. For a time, 

he exhibited the power of a supreme master. But in a few years, decay 

of exaggerated proportions, strained attitudes, bizarre combinations, 

the picturesque, descended upon him. "It is this somewhat unhealthy 

aestheticism, too, which influenced the modern French and other art 

in its effort to free itself from Western conventionality. In short, 

Utamaro was a Parisian of his day, a thorough 'degenerate' of the end 

of the last century • . • • 1tl8 . 
It was by his portraits of women that Utamaro won his great fame. 

"Her strange and languid beauty, the dropping lines of her robes, her 

unnatural slenderness and willowiness, are the emanations of Utamaro's 

feverished mind; as her creator he ranks as the most brilliant, the 

most SQphisticated, and the most poetical designer of his time ••• • 

Girl Seated~!:. Veranda (Plate 6) is typical of these portraits. 

Long slender bodies and necks with the drawing of the draperies and 

the body beneath executed with extreme care and realism. " • With . . 

ul9 

nerves keyed beyond healthy pitch, he dreamed this melody whose strange 

.minor chords alone could stir the satiated spirit. He caught and 

17 
Ernest F. Fenollosa, Masters of Ukiyoye, 88-89. 

18Ibid., 88. 

19.Arthur Davison Ficke, Chats~ Japanese Prints, 282. 
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idealized the lines and colours of mortal weariness."20 This could 

have been written of Lautrec. 

But even with a dot of a mouth, bizarre slips for eyes and the 

spiritual weariness of Utamaro's end-of-the-century designs, there is 

no lack of brilliant vigour in his compositions. In color, rhythm of 

line, and dramatic quality, they still triumph. Prussian blue, 

imported from E.lrope at about this time, dominates his landscapes. 

One of Utamaro's :masterpieces is a toilet scene (reproduced in 

Paris V. I. Catalogue, Plate XLIII) 21with a yellow ground in which two 

women are consulting their mirrors. Mary Cassatt must have seen this 

exhibition. She uses the same composition. The repetition of the round 

forms of faces and mirrors, the bending curves of bodies and the 

opposition of the lines of the best bodies is typical of Ukiyoye. The 

lustrous black is emphasized against the yellow ground. 

At the close of the century, themes of motherhood came into 

Utamaro's work. There is a playfulness in his treatment that Mary 

Cassatt does not adopt. In one print, for example, the child upsets 

the fish bowl while his mother sleeps. 

Utagawa Toyokuni's genius is less wayward and aggressive than 

Yeishi's or Utamaro•s. He adds nothing to the actor designs of Kiyonaga. 

Some are coarse and careless. (See Plate 8.) His chief claim to fame 

is in his pupils, Kunisada and Kuniyoshi; and he was the teacher of 

the great Hiroshige, the leader of Ukiyoye's last Renaissance. 

Kunisada did able work, though the mass of his prints is disfigured 

by over-emphasis. Kuniyoshi stands by himself. In his best work, 

20
Ibid •• 290. 

21Laurence Binyon and G. G. 01 B. Sexton. Japanese Colour Prints, 135. 
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which is not theatrical, he breaks free of his school, and in his 

own province, rises to dramatic heights. He preferred the subjects of 

the feats of the old Chinese warriors, the fierce combats of civil 

wars. 

The Downfall (1806-1858). 

A general loss of refinement of taste of the populace brought 

about the uncouth prints of the period between 1806 and 1858. The 

color prints had gone out of fashion, and the people who bought them 

were of a lower order than the purchasers of Kiyonaga's day. The best 

talent did µot now follow the Ukiyoye school. The movement toward 

realism had reached its climax. The old traditional devotion to 

stylistic design was abandoned and a distorted kind of literal truth was 

portrayed that had no relation to beauty. Some of the erotic prints 

were grosser than any Europe had ever known. In landscape alone the 

period attains something of the highest charm. 

To the school of Ukiyoye the landscape was a new thing, and was 

of no importance before Hokusai and Hiroshige. What had the mountain 

and sea to do with the "fleeting moment" of Ukiyoye? These landscapes 

were not peopled with the legendary sages, philosophers and poets of 

the classical school. It is the ordinary traveler we see; coolies 

carrying packs; work-a-day Japan; Ukiyoye after all. 

The Romantic movement in Europe during this time was also interested 

in mountain and sea. But the European landscape was an escape from the 

world of mankind. In Hokusai this melancholy escapism is missing. 

Some writers have called Hokusai the greatest Japanese artist; 

others say he is coarse and uninspired. Binyon calls him the •most 
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puissant spirit of them all."22 Ficke says of him: 

.". • • Almost every student of Hokusai passes through 
three stages. At first, he is overwhelmed by Hokusai's 
technical skill and imaginative brillance, and regards 
him as unrivalled. Deeper experience brings him the con
viction that much of this magical dexterity is somewhat in the 
nature of a juggler's antics in a vaudeville, and that his 
first burst of enthusiasm was not wholly warranted. Then, 
finally, he comes to perceive that there are qualities in 
Hokusai's work which, in spite of so much tha~ is vulgar, 
justly entitle this artist to his high fame." 3 

Fenollosa thought differently: 

"• •• He never rose to the _level of those great ideas which 
have made of Oriental civilization a force that can never die 
out of human culture; ideals of refinement, harmony, restraint, 
brotherhood, consecration, literary fastidiousness, the in
commensurability of spirit with matter; scorn of money; of 
worldly advantage, of any slavery to mere means. His was a 
world cut off from all standards, except t2i intensity of its 
own impressions, of its pleasures •••• • 

Even though Hokusai was classed -as a landscape artist, he did not con

fine himself to landscape alone. His Mangwa, a twelve volume collection 

of drawings that Bracquemond treasured so much, includes sketches of 

a whole world. He produced dozens of designs a day throughout most of 

his career. All existence thrilled him as it did Walt Whitman. There 

was nothing from which he could not make a composition. 

Thirty-Six Views of Fuji is another of his great works. Fuji is 

depicted in all kinds of weather, in close ups, in distance, with 

streams of human life in the foreground, and behind a wave. Titles 

from Fenollosa run as follows: Fuji Under.! Bridge, Fujiyama With 

Thunder Storm Below, Fuji Seen Across the Ferry, Fujiyama and Boat~ 

22Laurence Binyon, Painting in the Far East, 257. 

23Arthur Davison Ficke, Chats~ Japanese Prints, 257. 

24Ernest Francisco Fenollosa, The Masters of Ukiyoye, 257. 
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Fuji Seen Through the Pines, Fuji from the Sluiceway., Boy ~ !!. Tree 

Looking at Fujiyama, and many more. With the present-day acceptance 

of connnon-place subject matter, it is difficult to under.stand how 

revolutionary this departure was from the traditional treatment of' the 

landscape. The sacred mountain., Fujiyama from under a bridgel 

But more important., in this series Hokusai departs from realism 

and devotes himself to linear designs. The great sweep of Fuji's slope 

is related to every other l ine in the picture. The color schemes are 

the simplest and most original--green, blue, and brown--laid in broad 

masses. This masterful control of plastic form was the quality that 

made Hokusai the inspiration of the Impressionists. The famous Wave 

(Plate 10) belongs to this series. 

As a landscape designer, Hiroshige has an important place in world 

art. He is the last important figure in Ukiyoye history. His influence 

upon We.stern art has been great. Practically all the artists of the 

Impressioni_st school studied his prints. 

"If we tried to analyze Hiroshige's charm, we come to 
see that it lies not so much in the things he depicts, for 
other artists have chosen equally attractive subjects; nor 
in the manner of his portrayal for his technique is fully 
equalled by Hokusai ••• but that it lies in a certain subtle 
quality of his art which enables him to portray not merely the 
thing or scene, but also the m_ood awakened in his soul by the 
thing or scene, whether it be a lonely little clam digger on 
the shore, or a rugged grandeur of coast scene. In this res
pect he is pr-eminently an Impressionist, perhaps got so much 
a visual as an imaginative impressionist •••• • 2 

25
Anne Heard Dyer, nA Japanese Impressionist," The Craftsman. 

XIII, No. 1 (October, 1907), 31. 



JAPONISM IN EUROP 

Exactly where and when did Japonism start? Japan had burst upon 

the attention of the world in 1854 through the treaties signed with the 

United States and Great Britai n, following Commodore Matthew Perry's 

visit. In the year 1856, Felix Bracquemond, · the etcher of birds, 

found Hokusai's Mangwa and admired the vigor of the figures and the 

beautiful arrangement of each print. Etcher Bracquemond showed the 

book to everyone and his enthusiasm was contagious. Of great importance 

for the spreading of Japanese design princ i ples is the fact that 

Bracqu.emond was technical adviser and helper of Manet and Degas. In 

the year 1862, the movement spread in Parisian circles of etchers. 

painters, writers and collectors~ Within a few years (1867). the 

International Exhibition in Paris made Japanese culture fashionable. 

Intellectual France was probably more interested in japonaiserie than 

in Maxim.illian in Mexico. The Franco-Japanese convention made for the 

exchang~ of culture. War was not the only relation between the Occident 

and the Orient. 

A Japanese society called the Jingular Club met in Sevres at the 

house of one M. Solon. The members ate with chop sticks, drank sake, 

used a Japanese dinner service designed by Bracquemond, and everything 

was Japanese except the napkins, ash trays and cigars. 

In 1862, a little shop was opened in Paris by M. de Soye. The 

d~ Soye's had just returned from Japan and ther offered emb!oidery, 

lacquers, porcelaine, and prints for sale. Sigfried Bing was also 

a dealer in Japanese prints in the Rue de Provence where Vincent Van Gogh 

worked for a time as salesman of Japanese prints. Lasenby Liberty was 

40 
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an assistant in the shop of Farmer and Rogers on Regent Street in 

London where Whistler and the two Ross etti brothers purchased Japanese 

. prints in the early 1860' s. 

Leading journalists and critics wrote articles on J apanese art. 

Besides the writings of the de Goncourts, Duret wrote a brochure L'Art 

Japonaise, Paris, 1882. Zacharie Astruc published a series of articles 

on the "Empire of the Rising Sun. 111 The journalist Ernest Chesneau wrote 

on Japanese prints and the activities of the Japanophiles and sparked 

the flame of collecting. 

In collections of Oriental art of this period in France, the 

emphasis was so greatly put upon the Japanese prints that in many 

large .exhibitions, no Oriental objects later than 1600 appeared even 

in sculpture and ceramics. In 1886, Okakura Kakasu, a member of the 

Imperial Art Commission in .&!rope and the United States, found no 

audience in his proclamations against Uldyoye prints. Worthy or unworthy, 

these prints from the Japanese school of Ukiyoye (westernized somewhat 

by the influence of the Dutch at Nagasaki) were instrume.ntal in seriously 

undermining astern aesthetic standards established by the Greeks and 

again in power after the Renaissance. 

The very subject matter of the Japanese prints and of the Impression

ists is similar. They showed an abounding joy in common things. The 

Uldyoye school had broken with the nee-classical Chinese, and these 

masters of the fi gure print dealt with women of the houses of prosti

tution, and the lightest, lowest but vital type of theatrical performance. 

where the vigor of vices, the picturesqueness of the bohemian life, 

render the scene a-moral enough to reach the realm of art. Hokusai and 

Hiroshige find parallels in Claude Monet and Camille Pissarro. The 
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bohemian position in a bourgeois society prompted Toulouse-Lautrec, 

Edgar Degas, and others to pick their themes mainly from the ordinary, 

their models from chorus and ballet. "Having become color spots~ 

people were no longer judged by their social position.•l 

Among the Impressionists that trooped to the shop of M. de Soye 

to take away suggestions which each embodied in his own technique, were 

Manet, Whistler, Mary Cassatt, Degas, Monet, Renoir, and others. The 

influence of the Japanese print on the first I mpressionists proper, 

Monet, Sisley, and Pissarro was not vital. But at the transition point 

where Impressionism emerges from realism and the Post-Impressionistic, 

the influence was strongly felt. Such men as Gauguin and Van Gogh were 

deeply influenced by this new design of the Japanese print. 

Japonism also had an inning in the United States. Ernest F. 

Fenollosa, curator of the Japanese Depsrtment of the Boston Museum of 

Fine Art2 was intensely interested in the prints. Fenollosa became a 

leading authority on Japanese art, Professor of Philosophy at the 

University of Japan in Tokyo; and eventually Imperial Japanese Fine 

Arts Connnissioner. Dr. Fenollosa showed the Japanese prints to his 

friend, Arthur Dow, a teacher at Pratt Institute in Brooklyn. Arthur 

Dow incorporated the design principles of the Japanese prints into 

design textbooks. As a result of his teaching at Pratt Institute, the 

.&rt Student's League, and as head of the Art Department of Bernard 

College, Columbia, art education in the United States has been fused 

1 Hugo A. Beigel, Art Appreciation, 156. 

2 
The Boston Museum has one of the world's largest collections of 

Japanese prints numbering 10,000 prints. 
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with design principles born of his study of the Japanese prints. 3 

In the United States the Oriental influence is derived directly 

through contact with the Japanese prints and indire'ctly through th~ 

Impressionists, Post-Impressionists and the Fauves. Evidences of its 

absorption are so numerous that we cannot begin to give a detailed 

account. We mention only two major examples. 

Charles Burchfield, especially in his later years, recalls the 

Japanese print. In his Cat Tails and Rogue's Gallery the delicacy of 

line and the use of silhouette show this influence. 4 Like Hiroshige. 

he was especially sensitive to weather and describes this as one of his 

main occupations. Freight Cars5 is essentially calligraphic and stripped 

of essentials. Note especially the designed treatment of the wheels of 

the box car and the large expanse of empty space. 

The Japanese influence on Morris Graves and a group of artists 

· working in the Northwest part of the United States is more direct. 

In 1930, Morris Graves worked his way to Japan where he studied their 

art. To this he added further knowledge through study of Japanese 

works in American museums. particularly Seattle Art Museum. He gained 

an appreciation of the researches of such historians as Dr. Ernest 

Fenollosa and Dr. Ananda Coomaraswamy. His Oriental interest is focused 

almost exclusively upon Japan. Like many of the 'Ukiyoye print makers, . 

he has concentrated upon small animals and especially birds. Bird Singing 

3Pedro de Lomos, •oriental Ai.rt and the American Teacher, tt School Arts, 
XLVI, No. l (September, 1946). 

4 
James Thrall Soby, Contemporary Painters, 23. 

5Ibid., reproduced on page 27. 
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~ the Moonlight6 is an expressive linear design executed in flat 

areas of light and dark. A great deal in this painting is suggested. 

The bird., blindly shrouded in light and gayly singing is standing on 

a dark shape. Like the bird., the onlooker is not too sure that this 

is a snake. Of special note is Morris Graves' use of the white line. 

These paintings of birds are very subtle. Is there a lyrical bit of 

satire here? Is there a social message? One is not quite sure. The 

appealing., stupid., awkward little birds seem so helpless and gullible 

with their enormous eyes and beaks. 

Joyous Young~ is a lyrical linear rhythm., exceedingly simple 

in its space arrangement., and almost too symmetrical to be truly Japanese. 

Morris Graves came under the influence of Mark Toby and his "white 

writing~. Toby had made a trip to the Orient in 1935 and adopted this 

scribbling calligraphy. · Morris Graves adapted Toby's "white writing" 

to his o~ needs in both gouache and water color techniques • . Though 

these calligraphic scribbles seem spontaneous., they are actually the 

result of long., deliberate and careful study. Through these semi

automatic scribbles., a romantic and supernatural world of birds, snakes 

and small animals is created that reflect a fresh interpretation of the 

Japanese influence on modern West~rn design. 

In England., Whistler was. the liaison officer of Japonism between 

England and France. He bought a collection of prints and porcelains 

and materials ~or his studio. These vases., costumes, fans and rugs 

appear again and again in his compositions. In 1865., he posed in a 

kimono for Fantin's Toast and exhibited the Princesse Du Pays De 

6Ibid •• 45. 
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Porcelains (Jo dressed in Oriental silks) at the Salon. However, the 

inner harmony of the design with color shows a greater sympathy with 

the Japanese than the mere incidental features. Drawing simply with 

few details, and .economical use of color were principles traceable to 

the Japanese. The early Ukiyoye prints had few colors. From Moronobu 

to Kiyonaga, colors were, for the most part, subdued and secondary. 

It was these early prints Whistler admired most. The whole of the 

Impressionist school, under Japonism, lightened its palette. Whistler 

used fewer colors than any other prominent nineteenth century painter 

with the possible exception of Pissarro. It is chiefly in Whistler that 

light, delicate color and linearism appear together. His is the delicacy 

of the East. After Kiyonaga, the prints developed full color. Van Gogh 

and Gauguin were influenced in their use of color by these later prints. 

Whistler was also a leader in introducing Hiroshige, Hokusai and 

Utamaro to London artists. The influence of these latter are seen 

especially in his Little White Girl, The Gold Screen Die Lange Leizen 

2!_ ~ Six Marks, La Princesses du Pays de la Porcelaine. But these 

were only the beginning, and full - realization of decorative arrangement 

and color came with his nocturnes. 7 Western painting must be free of 

conventions; free of the Renaissance. Perspective was not art. A 

composition should be much more than light and shade. 

The Japanese considered a painting a self-sufficient decoration. 

Often it was the only decoration in a room in a Japanese home. Whistler 

assimilated this principle in his Nocturnes which he said were decorative 

"arrangements". They were quietly decorative. restful and unpretentious. 

7 . 
His Nocturnes were an influence on such American artists as Davies, 

Marin and Carroll. 
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In Whistler's innnature At the Piano the Japanese example of 

relying on flat painting is already in evidence. The arbitrary 

manipulation of planes to mark the journey of the beholder's eye 

through the picture space is unmistakably Japanese. In The Little 

White Girls and The Balcony these same devices are used. At time, a 

spray of flowers or a bush-top is introduced at the front of the canvas 

marld.ng a front plane. 

"Certain conventions he took defi nitely from the Orientals: 
The high angle of vision (yielding a high horizon line in the 
landscapes and seascapes, and adding, in the portraits, what 
seemed to orthodox painters and critics an exaggerated view 
of the floor); a way of emphasizing space di visions by means 
9f panelling or screens (so obviously used in the celebrated 
portrait of Miss Alexander, where the upright member dividing 
the background is so vital to the compositional adjustment) ; 
and the device marking, for the observer's eye, a front plane 
from which the movement path starts, by means of a spray of 
flowers, a flattened figure (in the beach scenes) or the butter
fly signature. These conventions sometimes added up to a 
picture too obviously Oriental, and therefore strange to western 
eyes. But ~gain the elements were assimilated into Whistler's 
own style." 

The Peacock Room, a decorative scheme in blue and gold, with a 

peac·ock as a motive is Oriental in its richness and flatness. This 

project represents the best exhibition of his talent for ornamentation. 

~he peacocks, he explained were merely a motive for his harmonies in 

gold and blue. Later art i sts startled the public further by producing 

the color harmonies without the motive. Who was wise enough to know 

that a path into the future was being opened? Modern · art has moved 

so completely in the direction of formal means that it is hard to 

· believe his detractors were so form-blind. 

8 Sheldon Cheney, The Story of Modern Art, 167. 

9Ibid., 152. 
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• ••• In the sixties and seventies not one gallery visitor in 500 

would recognize that, beyond subject interest, a picture is endowed 

with formal order ••• and that formal order is achieved by conscious 

or intuitive manipulation of volume, plane, line, colour, and pattern 

or texture. 1110 • • • 

Whistler traveled farther away from realism than Courbet, and 

he traveled too fast for his contemporaries to keep abreast. His feeling 

for decorative arrangement and for harmonious plastic animation was 

not like any other Western artist then painting. ttArt is not story-

telling; . . • nature is nature, and not art; a painting is based on 

the art of placing forms and colors in coherent patterns. Whistler 

was certainly one of the first to break ground for the Twentieth Century 

discovery of abstraction •• ttll 
• 

Manet, though an ardent collector, was more interested in the 

Japanese theory of drawing than in his collection. In his depiction 

of objects, representative details are reduced to a minimum, contours 

are broken and not sharply defined. Lines are never long, and are 

related to color and light. The pigment is applied in broad, flat brush 

strokes. Manet obtained a degree of three-dimensional solidity with a 

quality of flatness that enriches the design through a masterly use of 

planes. Simplification of means, obvious technique, dark shadows 

eliminated and supplanted with color, or shadows omitted altogether 

were signs of Japanese influence. 

In Manet 's etchings between 1859-1862, there is a flatness and 

broadness of design, a distribution of black and white, which is less 

10 . 
Ibid., 168. 

11nwhistler: Bad Boy of London," Pen and Brush, II, No. 1, 
(January, 1954), 10. - -
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Spanish than Japanese despite the Spanish subject matter. Manet, 

through his friendship with Bracquemond, knew the drawings of Hokusai. 

Through this . intimacy, his flatness is apparent. But Manet had been 

schooled in the Platonic idea of endowing the picture with the elements 

of repose and permanence. He was not susceptable to the "fleeting 

moment" or the anecdotal element. 

During the sixties, a mounting interest in flat design and two

dimensional conception of space becomes apparent in his graphic work 

as well as in his painting. At this time, Manet did the lithographs 

for Mallarme's translation of Poe's Raven in which some critics see 

the high point of Manet's Japonism. But the climax in Japanese in• 

fluence is reached in the Fifer, Zola. (Plate 13), and the Woman \Vith 

a Parrot. 

The Fifer
12 

shows e. hi ghly stylized almost Persian figure in 

brilliant contrast against e. grey empty ground. The hands and face 

are modeled, but the body is left relatively flat. As a sort of 

afterthought, a small cast shadow was placed behind the boy's left 

foot. The colors are organized in flat, well-defined, areas of blue, 

red, greyish-yellow and brass colored yellow. There is a kinship here 

too with Japanese poster art and the Yedo theatre bills. 

Manet painted Zola's portrait against a background wall showing 

' a Japanese print and screen with a bird perched on .an apple blossom 

branch; a photo of Los Borre.chos by Velasquez, a Japanese actor print, 

and a sketch of Olympia all in one frame. The flat, large areas of 

the figure, a pale face, black velvet coat and grey trousers are 

12Bernard s. Myers. Modern Art in the Making, Figure 83. 149. 
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counterbalanced by the details of this background. 

In Le Repos ( a portrait of Berthe Morisot, his sister-in-law) 

· the signature of Manet is in a corner of a large Japanese landscape 

print of the triptych type handing over the divan. Finally, the same 

Japanese silk hanging embroidered with a heron appears as part of the 

background in Lady with the Fans and the Nana. The many fans wi i ch 

decorate the painting Lady with the Fans was a decorative fashion. 

Entire walls or ceilings were covered with these Japanese fans. 

In ~ the figure of the elderly gallant waiting on the sofa is 

cut away by the frame, a compositional trick studied in the oblong 

narrow Japanese pillow prints. Degas and Lautrec used this same device 

in many compositions. 

In general, Manet's Japonismwas shown by his broad generalization 

that portrays the essential quality and an added appeal by his manner 

of execution with visible brush strokes of rich, deep, and often luminous, 

but seldom bright, color. The Japanese ini'luence recedes in the paint

ings of Manet in the seventies,. 

Monet and the other out-of-door painters were not interested in 

permanent fact but in the momentary appearance of an object against 

brilliant and natural light.. In s·ome of Hiroshige and Hokusai's work 

there is a suggestion of that quality which has led some western writers 

to speak of them as Impressionists; a disarming spontaneity and subject 

matter caught at the moment without pose. Monet was fascinated by 

Hiroshige and Hokusai in the seventies. He painted Parisian street scenes 

that indicate a groping toward fonnal order. a feeling for the effects 

of patterning and disposition of plane that Whistler had absorbed into 

his art a decade earlier. He also adopted the device of the high 
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horizon line borrowed by so many European artists from the Japanese. 

Monet gained only in color permanently from the Orientals. He 

did not retain the Oriental decorativeness or abstract order. It is 

only in externals, bright color and the informal view that Monet brought 

the art of the East into that of the West. 

After seeing the Japanese prints in Le Havre at about the same 

time that Bracquemond di scovered them in Paris, he said: 9Their re

finement of taste has always pleased me and I approve of the suggestions 

of their aesthetic code, which evokes presence by means of a shadow, 

the whole · by means of a fragment. ul3 

Monet's direct influence is chiefly in his early period. In 

·.!!!:, Japonaise, a picture of his first wife, Camille, in a Japanese 

kimono, the brilliant red of the dress with its embroidery and the 

parti-colored fans on the floor and wall are tributes to Japonism. 

After Monet . abandoned figure painting, we are reminded of the Japanese 

print in some of his lily ponds with Japanese bridges and in his series 

of populars. 

Seurat absorbed the Japanese :mastery of space and compos i tion. 

His cleancut spatial intervals are close to the use 1'Jhistler made in 

many of his compositions. Space is planned on upward and downward move

ment and in straight lines which sets a quiet tone. Seurat never l~ses 

his classic form in the rendering of people, objects, textiles, and 

landscapes. His color is evolved from a study of Delacroix, the Venetians, 

and the Japanese print makers. 

Composition overshadows everything else with Seurat, and his paintings 

13John Rewald, ~History~ Impressionism, 177. 
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become increasingly flat and abstract. Like the Japanese plan, one 

looks over the heads of the audience in many of his paintings, arrange

ments in horizontal and vertical lines that are symmetrical with elaborate 

patterns. In La Parade the pattern moves from one flat pattern to 

another. Trees often cast s hadows, but in all directions. In Sunday 

Afternoon~ La Grande Jatte, a middle-class Parisian crowd shows 

stronger Japanese motives than is usually admitted. Consciously or 

otherwise, the approach is suggestive of the Eastern contemporary life 

and feeling for structure and for int ervals of space. Personnages Dans 

~ Pre represents three women with umbrellas (a subject which appeared 

so frequently in Ukiyoye prints) painted with obvious dark brush strokes, 

little more than silhouettes on a light background divided a.gain by the 

rectangle of the steps. L'Invalide is divided by rectangular horizontal 

bands cut vertically by the silhouettes of a man and a tree. The 

economy of means, austere and simple, makes one fully a.ware of his 

Japonism. 

Pissarro was an important Impressionist from the standpoint of 

skill and technique. But Pissarr·o was not a print maker nor a linear 

painter. Most critics do not consider him greatly affected by the 

Japanese prints. Yet a loan exhibition assembled by the Institute of 

Modern Arts, Boston, placed his painting Avenue ~ 1' Opera between 

two of ~ Hundred Views of Yedo by Hiroshige to illustrate their 

similarity. 14Pissarro admired the technical accomplishments of the 

Japanese prints. 

Renoir was very little interested in Japanese prints. He was at 

14James s. Plaut, The Sources of Modern Painting, 27. 
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th:i_ s period greatly impressed by Delacroix's treatment of Oriental 

subject s and found in Delacroix's odalisques and Algerian scenes 

richer color schemes and more excitement than in the meticulous harmonies 

15 from Japan. But he did make use of their simpliCication, broad brush 

strokes, and strong contrast between light and dark areas. Though 

Renoir does not emphasize the three-dimensional solidity and deep space, 

they are subtly achieved. And he does achieve an intense decorative 

quality. He was interested in every day lif e and painted common place 

people and incidents with poetic charm. 

Renoir is outspoken in his criticism of the Japanese print. When 

interviewed by Vollard about it, he called the influence • malheureux". 

But if one studies his painting of Madame Charpentier and Her Children, 

it is seen that the room is decorated with Japanese hangings and a 

kakamono. Lady with!:~ (Plate 14) shows he was not immune to the 

vogue for fans. The .background stripes and the spacial intervals show 

the influence of Japonism on his work in spite of his derrogation of 

the prints. The general influence, toward color fullness and toward t he 

16 
utilization of patterning for plastic effect, could hardly be escaped. 

Renoir said to Vollard: "Japanese prints are most interesting, as 

Japanese prints ••• on condition that they stay in Japan. No peoples 

should appropriate what does not belong to their race~"
16 

Even so, the 

Portrait of M. Choquet would not have been so decoratively composed, or 

~ Loge so full and rich and successful in its space-filling qualities 

Renoir had seen no Japanese prints. 

15John Rewai d, The History of Impressionism, 177. 

16sheldon Cheney, The Story of Modern Art, 199. -- -- -
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Cezanne's first steps in Impressionism were made under the 

tutelage of Pissarro. His brush strokes began to play a vastly more 

important role and are organized in more definitely shaped areas, 

usually angular. There is a sharp impact of one area or object upon 

another. But Cezzanne's work is so individual, it is difficult to tie 

it into a Japanese theory. His landscapes are not memory i mages, but 

painted on the spot. He was not concerned with the purely decorative, 

momentary or accidental, but with the more permanent aspects of nature. 

But like the Japanese, his early works . accentuated strong black and white 

contrasts against a neutral or grey background. Japonism tells too, in 

the strong use of accentuated linear contour in . practically all his work. 

His power and vitality is akin to the best of the Uldyoye masters; he 

rendered the essential qualities stripped of the irrelevant and accidental. 

" ••• How independent, how original was his (Cezanne' s) 
achievement is i ndicated in the slightness of his debt to the 
Orientals. He could not have escaped the i mpact of the_ vogue 
for Japanese prints, which was so determining in forming the 
styles of Whistler and of Degas. Yet not once is there an in
dication in his pictures that he let himself be influenced 
directly by the prints. lfhistler, Van Gogh, Degas, and Toulous
Lautrec adapted the stylistic formulas of the Japanese, and 
even Monet took frankly a series of motives from Hiroshige 
( a s did Pissarro). Manet, Degas, and Van Gogh delightedly 
copied actual prints into the backgrounds of certain of their 
paintings. But if Cezanne owed to the Orientals it was be
cause he penetrated to _the soul of their art. He is nearer, 
in the essence of his painting, to the art of the supreme 
Chinese landscapists."17 

Like Cezanne. Mary Cassatt was not so much interested in the 

•fleeting moment" as were Degas and Lautrec. Rather, her Japonism took 

the form of paring down to bare essentials. In some of her early 

adaptations of Japanese methods, the eliminations were too great and 

17Sheldon Cheney~ The Story of Modern Art, 230. 
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sometimes left an aesthetic bareness. Another appeal to Mary Cassatt 

lay in the high horizons and decentralized compositions of these prints 

suggesting an escape from conventional and accepted formulas of design. 

She collected Persian miniatures and Japanese prints, both of which 

influenced her strongly, especially her dry points in the early nineties. 

Interest in the contemporary subject matter was also echoed in the 

literature of the new movement of realism. Huysmans and Zola made a 

strong appeal to her at this time. 18 

In the colored dry point, Woman Bathing, she reveals her interest 

in the subject matter of Utamaro and her ability to adapt this off

center type of design to her own conceptions. In general, her mother

and-child compositions lack the playfulness of Utamaro's, yet the 

mothers are never represented as starry-eyed madonnas. Design-wise, 

she utilizes the contrast between the mature figure of the mother and 

the immature child. 

Mary Cassatt's prints are her finest achievement. It is here her 

line, delicate yet precise, made into linear patterns that balance the 

large simplified planes in brill iant color and breadth of design, 

shows most effectively the Japanese influence. Seemingly irregular and 

unsystematic spots of light and dark (notan) of the J apanese prints were 

worked into highly decorative patterns with subtle balence. 19 

As in the way opened by Courbet, Manet, and Whistler, it is the 

design element that lifts Mary Cassatt's work to the point of ultimate 

importance. 

18Frederick A. Sweet, "America.• s Greatest Painter," Vogue Magazine, 
(February 15, 1954), 123. 

19Margaret Breuning,~ Cassatt, 6ff. · 
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"· •• She painted pictures as skilfully organized as 
the Boston Museum's At the Opera. It is without the extreme 

• Japanesque . contrivances~ often noticeable in Degas' theatre 
studies, but is is frankly flattened, with arranged spotting, 
and main and minor linear or directional rhythmns; and that 
marks her as a link between the freed real~ats of mid-century 
and the form-seeking groups of 1890-1910." 

Degas was a painter of the city; the cafes, the theatre, the 

dance halls, workers, and ordinary people in general . Like the Ukiyoye 

masters, he also accented spontaniety, caught the gestures and quick 

action. often using a camera for "action shots". However, Degas painted 

mostly from memory. Instantaneousness of vision is inferred not only 

from the fragmentary view, but also by the steep and diagonal perspective 

induced by the high vantage point. From Degas' point of view, Japanese 

art was attractive because of the off-center placing of the principle 

character, the subtle linear style, decorative sense, and abrupt fore

shortening. The Pedicure and many later works show this unusual angle 

of vision which stems from Japanese prints, as does the subject itself. 

Artists such as Degas, Lautrec, Whistler, and others derived from the 

Japanese a sense of abstract patterning that makes every subject a 

problem in design. Just as the outdoor pa.inters chose subjects for 

their broken contours, artists like Degas chose themes for their pattern 

0 b·1·t· 21 poss 1. 1. 1. 1. es. 

In a booklet written by Degas for the second exhibition at Durand

Ruel's, he states that line is the only thing that ma.tters. His people 

exist on canvas or paper by virtue of his di verse use of expressive and 

supple line rather than the color components. 

20sheldon Cheney. The Story ~ Modern Art, 336 . 

21 Bernard S. Myers, Modern Art in the Making, 185. 
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Degas' painting Ballet Rehearsal~ the Stage shows Degas ' 

interest in the Ukiyoye print. The subject matter of the theatre, 

though not actors glamorously onstage but the hard working dancers 

backstage, is the subject matter of the Japanese masters. Degas' 

interest in the momentary effects are shown in -the girl yawning and 

the one fastening her necklace in this painting. The dancers are far 

away from the spectator and are visible over the head·s of the foreground 

figures. Some people are partially shown, others strained in fleeting 

positions. Off-center arrangement, visible over the heads of nearer 

forms, is a part of Degas' heritage from the Japanese print. 

Cheney says that the Japanese print was the influence that brings 

t f l ti d t D ' . t. 22 E . t. f Ab . th 2 3 mos o as ng goo o egas pain 1.ng. xanu.na. ion o __ sin e 

(Plate 18) shows without doubt his use of lines, planes, volumes, and 

textures rather than giving his characters the center of the stage to 

illustrate a. narrative. "The compelling movement values of the table

top planes, the zia-zag pattern value of the table-top edges, in dia

gonals paralleled in the line behind the figures, but contrasted with 

the stabilized verticals above, and the flattening of the figures •• 

All these devices suggest the study of an art more decoratively simplified 

and more geometrical than that of- Paris of the eighteen-seventies. 

As regards color, Degas learned little from the Orientals. He 

was not interested in nature or natural coloring. His color distortions 

are often brittle giving the effect of spots of color rather than a 

rhythmic flow. Only the hannonizing, contrasts and relations of tones 

22 
Sheldon Cheney,~ Story of Modern Art, 328. 

23It is interesting to compare Hiroshige's Bath House (Plate 12) 
with De gas' Absinthe . (Plate 18). 1 

24sheldon Cheney, The Story2.£ Modern Art. 328. 
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played a role. In pastel. where the color was controlled and used in 

connection with line. the color function contributes to the appeal of 

25 the general form •. 

After 1865 when Degas had begun to meet the Impressionists in the 

Cafe Guerbois and had definitely given up historical subjects. his 

interest in Japanese art bears fruit. In his graphic work as well as 

in his paintings we find more and more this interest in witty, casual 

views. the high horizon of figures and groups cut by the frame or pushed 

into one corner of the picture plane, or groups far in the background 

reduced to an agglomeration of dots. These are the features which, in 

Hokusai and Hiroshige delighted people. 

Examples of similarity to principles of Japanese design in Degas' 

work are numerous. Carriage ~~Races (Boston Museum of Fine Arts) 

and his etching At the Louvre showing Mary Cassatt in the figure seen 

from the back. The spatial organization in the Carriage at the Races 

resembles strongly that in one of Hiroshige's prints from Fifty-three 

Stations of the Tokaido, The Crossing of the Tenryu River at Mi tsuke; 

also The Seven~ Ferry (Plate 11). Space reigns supreme in all three, 

pushing the main objects of the composition. only partly seen (the 

coach · in Degas, the ferry boats in Hiroshige) into the right corner of 

the picture plane, and reducing also the use of a frail but telling 

diagonal. The etching . At the Louvre in its narrow, tall size and in 

its distribution of light and dark areas has its parallel in the strip

like prints of the pillow prints in which Harunobu. Koryusai and Kiyonaga 

excelled. 

25.llbert C. Barnes. The Art in Painting. 325. 
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Toulouse-Lautrec worked in Degas' Japanese-derived style, and 

through his own admiration and study of the Japanese style, went even 

further in the mastery of the Japanese idiom. He emulated Degas' line. 

But his is a bolder line, sensitive, broken, quickly applied strokes 

that achieve a supple sense of movement. His line also has something 

of classic restraint; yet vital to t he point of vulgarity, curvilinear, 

whirling and winding with feverish vitality, and at the same time, 

decorative. 

Boldness of design, flat contours, and vantage-point perspective, 

with brilliant decorative quality and cynical feeling are his chief 

contributions to the Impressionist movement. He performed miracles 

of economy of statement. The drawing he used for Le Rire of Yvette 

Guilbert singing her famous tt linger-longer-loo"26is an example of the 

sensitive line of the Japanese artist, but utilized in a more modern 

manner. The famous chanteuse leans forward with the grace of Harunobu's 

young women, but the whole approach of Lautrec is more Impressionistic 

and s ket chi er. 

Lautrec's subjects deal with gaiety, drinking, and dancing, but 

there is no joy in Lautrec's exciting night life. The Beauties of the -------
Green Houses of Harunobu and Shunsho never show the marks of vice and 

degradation found in the faces of Lautrec's women. These Yoshiwara 

girls seem joyful and almost childlike. The lyrical Ukiyoye artist was 

not concerned with reform or psychological problems; just the pleasant 

surface of decoration and expression. Lautrec shows a sadistic cruelty 

in his pleasure in the moral weaknesses of the normal active body. This 

' 26 
Bernard S. Myers, Modern Art .!!: the Making. 201. 
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was not true of the Impressionists as a whole. vVhile obvious technical 

similarities exist in the paintings of Lautrec and the Japanese. their 

respective emotional attitudes are completely different. The Oriental 

had more kinship with the lyricism of the Impressionists Renoir. 

Pissarro, Sisley, and Monet. 

The devotion of Lautrec to Degas and the Japanese is clearly 

reflected in At the Moulin Rouge which shows both influences in its 

use of angular layout, violent and striking effect, and the same 

cutting away of figures. 

Often Lautrec's execution is over-rapid and a lack of pains in 

preparation and execution removes his paintings from claims to pro

found art.27 These "easy effects", surface handling, and 'the posteresque 

simplifi cation are typical of Lautrec. 

Lautrec did not invent the poster, but he found his true medium in 

this creation. It was a branch of art that served life. And Lautrec 

invented an adequate and original style on which the modern poster 

design still depends . The share of the Japanese print in creating 

this style is great. 

Lautrec's poster designs, although many were originally printed 

on cheap paper suitable for temporary advertising purpose, because of 

their Oriental decorativeness often find a permanent place in museums 

and modern homes. In 1895, he painted two curtains for the sideshow 

wagon of La Goulue, no longer queen of Montmarte, but now an Oriental 

dancer at street fairs. These curtains were decorative works that show 

27 
Sheldon Cheney, The Story of Modern Art, 341. -- - --
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Lautrec's understanding of Oriental space-filling. Eventually., they 

found their way to the Louvre. The Moorish Dance is especially rich, 

full, and lush. 

Lautrec's frank coloring is again the result of Japanese influence. 

There are no subtle modifications of tone; no lights and shadows to 

suggest depth. The flat tone, often brilliantly crude, projects the 

silhouette of the fonn in a characteristically momentary fashion. 

Van Gogh was the first to express feelings in the new technique. 

He discovered the soul of a tree or bush. His striving was close to 

the Oriental contemplation of the blade of. grass. 

The stylized decorativeness of Van Gogh's art may be traced to 

Japonism. His decoration is never obtrusive. His approach to his 

lower class subject is an emotional and sympathetic viewpoint rather 

than an aesthetic experience. 

At Antwerp., two events contributed to Van Gogh's development 

as a painter. The color extravagance of Rubens, whom he discovered 

here; and the Japanese art which he encountered for the first time. 

At first, he did not completely ·digest the meaning of the Japanese 

prints. He copied Hiroshige and Hokusai28and experimented with 

Occidental subjects attempted after Japanese designs and shadowless 

drawing and geometric composition. Van Gogh painted landscape and 

cafe corners merely flattened and simplified in the Eastern idiom. 

In Paris, at Tanguy's, he found more Japanese prints. Their 

purpose became clear to him., and he no longer merely copied or 

adapted their mannerisms. At Bing's he had unrestricted access to 

28Shower on Ohashi Bridge by Hiroshige. and The ~ by Hokusai. 
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Japanese prints. Their design principles became a part of his o«n 

method of "frank formalization and structural stability11
•

29 Van Gogh 

painted two portraits of P~re Tanguy sitting against a background 

decorated with Japanese prints. His technique is flat and bold, show

ing the cunning paint dealer who dealt as a sideline in Japanese prints. 

The background is composed of Japanese prints in the same manner as 

in Manet 's Zola (Plate 13), and Renoir's Mrs. Charpentier and her Children 

and Lady~ the Fan (Plate 14). Van Gogh mentions this portrait of 

Pere in a letter to his brother Theodore. This sly small business man 

becomes to Van Gogh the ideal of the simple Japanese tradesman who 

"earned very little money" but lives in best relations to his fellowman. 

But since Van Gogh was not popular with Tanguy' s wife, P~re was Socrates 

suffering patiently from Zantippe. "Here my life will become more and 

more like a Japanese painter' st• he writes to Theo from Arles, "living 

close to nature like a petty tradesman •••• If I can live long 

30 enough, I shall be something like old Tanguy." 

Van Gogh left Paris and went to southern France in 1888. He 

hoped to find the color and incisive outlines of the Japanese prints 

in the landscapes he had seen there. 

In his letters to Theo, Vincent mentions the Japanese over and 

over again with an enthusiasm that is childish at times in its exaggeration. 

In Paris in 1886, he made an idol of the prints. 

From Arles he wrote Theo that the country "is rather like Japan

ese art; once you love it, you never go back on it."31From Arles he also 

writes that he is ' in a continual fever of work. Then I must do a 

29 
Sheldon Cheney, The Story ~ Modern Art, 283. 

39Further Letters of Vincent Van Gogh to His Brother, 193. 
31 

Dear Theo, The utobiography of Vincent Van Gogh., 409. 
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tremendous lot of drawing, because I want to make some drawings in 

the manner of Japanese prints." And in the next letter: "I just 

sent you a roll of pen-and ink drawings--a dozen I think. These 

drawings were made with a reed sharpened the way you would a goose

quill • • •• Make sketch-books (with them) like the books of original 

Japanese drawings . n32 . . . 
On decorating his room he wrote: "I shall put some Japanese things 

on the wall . "33 And later when Gauguin was planning to join him., "I 

should not be surprised if Gauguin as much as myself wants to have some 

of these Japanese prints here . " And he asks Theo to •1ook for some 

l ithographs of Daumier for the studio and some Japanese things"34 

and to send them to him. He later decorates his hospital room at Arles 

with some of Bing's prints . 

Many of the Arles paintings are not painted but drawn with the 

brush. He conceives them linearly. In writing to Bernard, he describes 

a drawing : "An enormous stretch of flat country, a bird's eye view 

seen from the top of a hill, with vines and fields of newly cut wheat . 

All that carried on endlessly. It does not look Japanese, but it is 

the most Japanese thing I have done. " 35 

Again he wrote Theo: " · • ~ All m:y work is in a way founded on 

Japanese art, and we do not know enough about Japanese prints. In 

decadence in its own country, pigeonholed in collections, already 

32Ibid . ., 403 . 

33Ibid • ., 405. -
34Ibid • ., 458. 

35 Van Gogh Letters ~ Emil Bernard, 54. 
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impossible to find in Japan itself, Japanese art is taking root 

again among the French Impressionist artists •• u36 
• • 

After an article appeared in the "Revue Independante" · on Anquetin 

which called him the leader of a new tendency in which Japanese in

fluence is apparent, Vincent wrote Theo: "Anquetin and Lautrec--I 

think--would not like what I am doing: ••• Tell them that I have 

done a picture of boats (Plate 20) that, with the 'Pont de l'anglais' 

goes as far as Anquetin."37 And with true human vanity he writes: 

"Gauguin was telling me the other day that he had seen a picture by 

Claude Monet of sunflowers in a great Japanese vase, very fine, but-

he likes mine better."38 

Of his painting Night Cafe, Van Gogh writes: 

"In my picture of the ' Night Cafe' I tried ·to express 
the idea that the cafe is a place where one can ruin one
self, run mad, or commit a crime. I have tried to express 
the terrible passions of humanity by means of red and green. 
The room is blood-red and dark yellow, with a green billiard 
table in the middle; there are four lemon-yellow lamps with 
a glow of alien reds and greens in the figures of little 
sleeping hooligans in the empty dreary room, in violet and 
blue •••• I have tried to express ••• the powers of 
darkness in a low wine-shop, and all this in an atmosphere 
like a devil's furnace of pale sulphur--all under an appear
ance of Japanese gaiety •••• Hokusai wrings the same 
cry from you, but he does it by his line, his drawing •••• • 39 

Van Gogh liked his Bedroom hest of all his pictures. It was an 

opposite to the Night Cafe. In it, the shadows are suppressed, it is 

painted in free flat washes like the Japanese prints--nothing but flat 

36 Dear Theo, The Autobiography of Vincent Van Gogh, 432 . 

37Ibid., 422. 

38Ibid., 479. 

39I_bid., 455~ 456. 
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color harmonies. 

The Postman Roulin and The Peasant are examples of simple folk as 

subjects. The outlines of the f orms are brutal and harsh, suggesting 

hardness and force and giving the impression of frantic hurry and a 

slashing brush. "The Japanese draw quickly, ve-ry quickly, like a 

lightening flash, because their nerves are finer, t heir feeling 

. l n40 s i mper . 

At Arles, already considerably stimulated by Japanese design, 

his painting assumed an even greater simplicity when painting with 

Gauguin, reflecting the typical Gauguin flatly patterned and sharply 
~ 

outlined forms . La Berseuse is a good example of this phase with its 

intensely linear green figure with orange hair. Placed in a very 

shallow space against a green and ~ink flowered backgroun~, this 

picture takes on some of Van Gogh's rhythmical quality. Van Gogh's 

method of placing a figure or mass against a background contrasting 

vividly with it in color is obviously derived from Japanese prints. 

The figure or mass is always simplified and distorted. The ribbon

like brush strokes of bri ght color with their variety in size a.nd 

direction, help make of the total picture a striking pattern of line 

and color. In La Berseuse the contrasting pattern is a monochrome 

containing a light pattern as an ornamental motif; often he uses an 

animated swirl or just by contrasting areas of color as in L' Arlesienne. 

(See Plate 19. ) But the contrast between foreground and background 

is always dramatic in ef fect and fuses an emotional tenseness into 

ordinary themes . 

40Further Letter~ of Vincent ~Gogh~ His Brother, 87. 
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". • • It is looking at things for a long time th.at ripens 
you and gives you a deeper understanding. If we study Japanese 
art, we see. an artist who is wise, philosophic, and intelligent, 
who spends his time--how? In studying the distance between the 
earth and the moon? No • . In studying the policy of Bismark? No. 
He studies a single· blade of grass. But this blade of grass 
leads him to draw the plant, and then the seasons, the wide 
aspects of the countryside, the animals, then the human figures. 
So he passes hi s life. 

"Come, now, isn't it almost an actual religion which these 
simple Japanese teach us, who live in nature as though they 
themselves were flowers? We must return to nature in spite 
of our education and ou~ work in a world of convention. And 
you cannot study Japanese art without becoming gayer and 
happier. 

"I envy the Japanese the extreme clearness which 
everything has in their work. Their work is as simple as 
breathing, and they do a fi gure with a few strokes, with 
ease. Oh! I must manage some day that in a few strokes 
the figure of a man, a youngster, a horse, shall have head, 
body, legs, all in keeping.n41 

From 1888 to 1890, the year of Van Gogh's death, he becomes more 

reticent about the Japanese art. Other interests crowd them to one side. 

Yet in his hospital room he still has the Mandarin by Moronobu and The 

Blade of Grass from Bing's publication on his walls. In Van Gogh's 

Still Life with Iris he must have been thinking of that single blade 

of grass, the object so reverently contemplated by the Japanese. 

Gauguin's Japonism is only one among the primitive arts that 

influenced him. He mentions it along with the Egyptian, the Medieval 

art, the Aztecs, Cambodians, and Maori . The following generation, 

the Fauves, with the exception of Matisse, abandon the Japanese vogue 

and set up negro sculpture instead as their inspiration. 

What appealed to Gauguin in the Ukiyoye prints was their 

flatness, their broad areas of colors, the absence of perspective and 

41Dear Theo, ~ Autobiography ~ Vincent Van Gogh, 462. 
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values. It irked Gauguin that Van Gogh exalted the prints to the 

position of an artistic bible, and t his evoked his mockery. To 

Gauguin, Japonism meant the retreat from Testern civilization to 

an uncorrupted primitive life and art . This same feeling underlies 

the decorative pattern of Matisse's painting, though to a lesser de

gree . Simplification was carried even further by the Post-Impressionists 

than had been done by the Impressionists. They traveled in the same 

direction as the Impressionists and ~ven beyond them. 

Since the eighteenth century, French painters had been interested 

in the exotic materials of the Far East . From Delacroix, artists 

visited the Near Eastern countries such as Algiers, Morocco, and Turkey. 

A:f already seen, the Impressionists were inspired by the Oriental art 

as exemplified in the woodcuts of the Ukiyoye school of Japan. Gauguin · 

carried this interest into yet other primitive schools of painting. 

This lead is continued with the Fauves and the Expressionists. 

Gauguin's whole composition is accomplished by rather obvious 

use of flat planes of color with little three-dimensional feeling . 

His color schemes of broad areas of single colors placed in contrast 

with each other are sensuous in their appeal. Into his organization 

of planes in space he injects an. orderly quality suggestive of the 

Orientals . The flat , static figures with mystical expressions effect 

an intentional stiffness in the interest of design and the subject 

matter of the primitive. 

Among the t heories of Gauguin's Synthesism was one that "outlines 

should be cleancut, as in Japanese prints and stained glass windows 

• • • that flat color rimmed by contour-lines whould suggest a new kind 
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of depth, due to the relative intensity of tones •••• n42 A 

concise simplicity of the ideas expressing them was truly Japanese. 

The Women of Arles combines the broad color areas of Medieval 

stained glass with the elegant outlines and unusual perspective of 

Japanese art. The figures are rendered abstractly in line and flat 

areas in an orderly rhythmic pattern. Both t his picture and the 

Yellow Christ use the vantage point perspective and the cut-off figures. 

Distortions are freely used for design purposes and for emotional 

expressiveness. 

Goethe learned .at the early age of nine that in matters of 

importance, men differ. It is interesting to compare the different 

responses of the various artists to the same Japanese prints . If 

Van Gogh's paintings under their influence were an endless struggle, 

Matisse finds in them inspiration for paintings that bear the stamp 

of joy and ease, gaiety and the color of life. Matisse 's art " • • • 

is an art of surfaces enriched by sound technical training, a color 

sense of unexampled originality, exotic borrowings from the Orientals, 

end a pleasing savor of the sensuous aspects of things--in a word, a 

sensuous vision enclosed within the boundaries of p..1.re design. 040 

His alluring arabesques of gay sonorous color, bare in their economy, 

evoke an Epicurean response to sensual delight. He learned from the 

Japanese print what could be done with flat masses in well-organized 

space, and that brevity made for easy reading. Yet his strength is 

in his decorative pattern. He goes beyond the mere decorative. 

42Albert Skira. Baudelair to Bonnard. 70. 

43 
Thomas Craven,!_ Treasury of Masterpieces, 550. 
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His rich color harmonies, varied and lush as a Persian rug, are 

full of surprises. New harmonies are placed in apposition upon flat 

surfaces that are fresh and vital. A bridge may be magenta and yet 

not violate plastic consistency. This bizarre, exotic use of color 

as well as the framework of pattern are derived from Japanese prints, 

Chinese paintings, Byzantine mosaics, Persian miniatures and tiles, 

and Oriental textiles of various types. 

Unlike Van Gogh, and truer to the Orie~tal objective, Matisse 

subordinates expression to decoration. Second only to color, his 

line is accentuated, either as broad ragged stripes of color or con

tinuous arabesques. This renders his pattern even more emphatic than 

in most Oriental works. 

Among the Oriental influences, the Japanese prints were the 

strongest and most direct influence. The Japanese use of stripes and 

bands, vivid contrasts of bright and light colors, extensive use of 

black lines and areas, are all reflected in his paintings. But his 

patterns and colors are often more vivid and animated than theirs. 

His line is heavier, terser and ·he has none of the miniature quality 

found especially in Hiroshige. His looseness of drawing is more akin 

to the Chinese, as is also his use of the bare canvas and islands of 

color and light. Often the color binds the various parts. His closely 

placed planes move towards a high horizon and there is a decorative 

union of background and foregroun~. Like Gauguin, Matisse felt the 

need for color and pattern as pure aesthetic devices expressed in a 

primitive manner--but with the carefully premediated design devices of 

the Oriental. 
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· ~ Young Sailor44is executed in bold, striking flat planes 

of color, brutally outlined and Japanese to a point where careful 

design, and distorted color are integrated with organically flowing 

line . 

Woman with the ~ (see Plate 21) is an example of Matisse's 

procedure as a Fauve . Flat areas of color are juxtaposed without 

shadow. Color distortion marks the shift in planes, as with Cezanne . 

Later Matisse works with fewer colors and larger, more related, areas. 

In Decorative Figure~~ Ornamental Background (see Plate 23) pattern 

dominates. Even the distorted figure enters the pattern with the 

folds of drapery that carry on the arabasques of the wall paper. 

The square line of the back repeats the upright of the mirror . 

When the Impressionists first organized their own exhibition in 

defiance of the Salon in Paris in the spring of 1874, they found the 

public by no means friendly to their new a.rt . These men, trained 

in the traditional art of the Ecole des Beau-Arts, refused to follow 

blindly traditional methods. Modern painting was moving off to its 

next point of development . New concepts were being assimilated from 

the past and the present. 

For twenty years prior to this exhibition. the Impressionists 

had been developing an art of their own . This development provided 

a background for sympathetic reception of the Japanese print. These 

prints struck a sympathetic chord with the new movement . As has been 

pointed out. an important break had been made ;.rith historical and 

romantic subject matter. Ingra's line had been viewed with enthusiasm. 

44Bernard S . Myer• Modern Art in the Making• 280. 
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The economy of means of Daumier and Courbet, and their own experimen

tation in the field of color and light had enriched what others had 

begun. By a slow and often painful process, the barriers were broken 

down, and the ambitions of the artists of this period were realized. 

The Japanese prints were an aid in breaking down the barrier. 

The enthusiasm with which they were received in Europe was due to the 

fact that their kindred aims were quickly recognized. The •fleeting 

moment" of the Ukiyoye artists needed the same simplicity of design, 

the same eliminations and poetic suggestions; only the expressive 

essence was retained. 

From this stripping of all non-essentials and the retaining of 

only the substance needed to express the poetic quality of an object, 

the isolation of the purely plastic from any narrative or illustrative 

qualities, it was an easy step to dropping the object entirely. Only 

the expression was necessary. The color, the line, the abstract design 

was enough. It conveyed its own message. 

ith the Impressionists, in whose work the a ctual processes of 

transition is to be seen, the drawing became very broad, greater 

liberties were taken with color. Technique gained in importance so 

that the mode of representation· counted for more than spiritual and 

mental content; an advance in the direction of the purely abstract 

plastic form. 

If the Japanese artists , oceans away from France and the Impression

ists, produced prints which had such ld.ndred aims, what about other 

countries and other art eras? The European artists began to look about 

for other sources of inspiration. Increasingly, study of primitive 

epochs of art confirmed the truths learned from the Orient~ These 
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varied adventures led the painter more and more into denying realism 

and into plunging unhampered after plastic expression. The simple 

primitive also had an aim of simplification; bold and vigorous works 

they produced which were filled with the strength of the elemental. 

Gauguin explored the primitive islands for new forces to vitalize 

European art. Exploring became a fashion . Matisse intensified the 

Japanese trend by a fuller Oriental flavor of rich color arabesques; 

Persian and Byzantine. Now Africa. catches the European eye through 

Picasso, Modigliano and Soutine . Primitive art blossoms again in 

full exotic flower . We can say Japonism propelled the new movement 

of Expressionism and Primitivism. Japan became an European pioneer. 

.,, 
,, 
' : 



PAINTINGS 

The purpose of these paintings has been to use the design 

principles and philosophic concepts of the Ukiyoye print makers in 

producing paintings that travel from subject matter as a motive to 

completely non-objective use of pure design. The paintings Between 

Acts, Cottonwood Canyon, Portrait of!:. Young Lady, I' 11 ~Vatch and You 

Listen, and Woman in!:_ Big Hat all have subject matter as a motive for 

the design. In Summers' Evening the subject matter recedes and line 

becomes dominant. In the remainder of the paintings, the subject 

motive is gradually dropped and we end our journey with a completely 

non-objective use of pure design; the same pri nciples used in paintings 

with subject matter. 

Between Acts ( 40 x 48) 

The theatre, ballet and circus with attendant performers are 

ever favorites with artists. The bulk of the Ukiyoye painters chose 

this popular subject matter as a motive for paintings. The modern 

painter continues to explore this rich field. · 

The diagonal compositional lines give directional variance and 

emphasis to the strong vertical lines of the standing figures . Spacial 

depth is not emphasized, but is by no means eliminated. The forms are 

not built up or modeled out of color as in the paintings of the 

Venetians, but kept flat. These central figures are juxtaposed against 

a patterned background. By linear effects carried over from one mass 

to another, the whole composition flows, and is tied together. The 

masses are related backwards and forwards as well as across the surface 

83 
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of the canvas. 

The major, high-keyed color scheme is gay and well-adapted to the 

theatre billboard of Yedo and mcxiern poster art. 

Cottonwood Canyon (28 x 48) 

The aim of this painting is to create a cool landscape employing 

economy of means and obvious brush strokes. The line is subtle. The 

composition is built pri~arily on main structural lines that move up 

and down in ·a horizontal frame. The curved line from foreground 

road to mountain top makes one great upward sweep with minor variations 

on the curve in roof top and mountain slope. 

In this drawing details give way to a feeling of mystery end 

suggestion. Mountain-top perspective and the high horizon line are 

borrowings from the Japanese print. 

Portrait of .!:. Young Lady (26 x 48) 

The casual spontaniety and sketchiness of this painting, the 

paring down of non-essentials, and good spacial arrangement make a 

good example of modern Oriental interpretation. The color is restrained, 

brush strokes are bold and obvious, while the panel beneath shows 

through the surface paint. The orange-red color of the panel combined 

with the bluish pink of the scarf, especially near the feather on 

the hat, make an unusual and intriging hannony of colors not usually 

combined. They function in harmony because of the large expanse of 

white and the use of neutral grey. 

I'll Watch and You Listen (32 x 28) 

The dry and brittle color, the lurid greens , reds, and sulphuric 

yellows used in this painting give the feeling of uneasiness in an 

underworld dive among characters who are not secure in their social 
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position. 

Devices for producing this tension are the use of the angle and 

distortions of the figures . Notice that the heads of the men and the 

bowl on the table form a rectangular shape that' is insecurely resting 

on one point; nor do the table tops rest securely. There is no 

central mass as a main focal point o~ the ccmposition, but a restrained 

condition of relations , a pull in opposite dir .ections between the fo~ms . 

One feels stress in the small , tense figures with stiff angular hands . 

The dominant figure pulls away in much the same manner as the groups 

are made to oppose each other in Hiroshige's Travelers at Shono .in 

Heavy Rain (Plate 9) and in Moronobu' s Returning from!:. Flower Picnic , 

(Plate 3) . The large figure is held within the picture frame by the 

mere turn .of his head and overlapping planes . The four round shapes 

of the heads and the bowl are unified in size and shape which aids 

in binding the group. 

The vantage point perspective of the Orient , strong linear 

contours with no emphasis on the third dimension or upon natural 

representation all show the i~luence of the Oriental study. 

Woman in a Big Hat (15 x 19) 

This portrait is built up with areas of color, varying in size and 

intensity, with emphasis on contour lines . It was interesting to note 

that Matisse in his painting Woman in the Big Hat (Plate 21) used a 

similar technique of building this portrait with areas of flat color. 

Matisse ' painting was done in the early years of his Oriental influence, 

and the painting for this thesis was done in the early part of this study 

without prior knowledge of Matisse' painting. rihen Matisse' painting was 

discovered, the similarity of interpretation was exceedingly interesting. 
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Later, he used broader areas of more subdued color. 

Woman in ~ Big Hat is well integrated with the paper upon which 

it is painted in brushwork that is free and spontaneous. The grey 

areas are the natural color of the paper. 

Summers' Evening (38 x 42) 

The purpose of this painting was to creat e a warm composition 

to contrast with the cool composition of Cottonwood Canyon. Deep, 

rich color is laid on in thick layers of impasto, leav;i.ng undercoats to 

show through succeeding layers of paint. This rough texture lends 

interest to the linear design of the building. The calligraphic 

lines in black and wh ite are dominant. Subject becomes subordinate to 

all the other elements in the painting and subordinate to technique. 

Still Life ~ Grapes (16 x 20) 

Subject matter recedes still further in this ·painting. Line and 

color are far more important. Completely two-dimensional, an all

over pattern is created with small . areas of gay, feminine , lyrical 

color. The brush strokes form a secondary pattern with texture. 

Prayer (20 x 24) 

Subject matter is disappearing. Van Gogh 's emotional expression 

creeps into this treatment of. color, areas, and line. As depicted, 

the spirit of prayer is a happy personal relation between God and 

man, a refrain from St. Francis where love and charity prevail rather 

than prayer to an awe-inspiring God. 

For this reason, the exaggerated vertical lines have not been used. 

The suggested Gothic shapes do not soar, but are tilted into a gentle 

diagonal. The color is rich and gives a sense of glow and splendor. 

T , 
I 
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Marine Theme (30 x 36) 

In Marine Theme no definable object is depicted. As in two-part 

singing, the whole composition is built on a pattern of small geometric 

colored shapes played against a second pattern of neutral, large 

shapes. Flat areas of color .with definite boundary lines interweave 

playfully across t he canvas. We have left the Greeks and the 

Renaissance now and travel with form, color, measure, direction and line 

alone . 

Composition (32 x 24) 

Subject matter has fallen by the wayside. We continue to 

travel with the eleme nts of pure design. Broken lines zig-zag in 

a marmer similar to t hose used by Hiroshige in his Bath House (Plate 12) 

and in Degas' Absinthe (Plate 18) , but entirely for their own sake . 

The subd\led color, with focal points of full hue as accents, is 

closer to the tradi tional Oriental art than to the typical Ukiyoye 

school. Yet many Ukiyoye artists held to the color of the old Kano 

and Tosa schools in which they were trained. These were the Ukiyoye 

painters Whistler took his color harmonies from. 

This completes the journey from subject matter as a motive to 

a completely non-objective use of design principles. The Ukiyoye 

artist broke with tradition through genre subject matter. Gradually 

they developed an interest in spacial elements and line for its ovvn 

sake . The Europeans took these desi gn principles and worked subject 

matter out of painting . Line , color, form, measure, direction, and 

color were employed in relationships that replaced subject matter. The 

non-objective painting contains no factors forei gn to pure design. 



Between Acts 

Plate 24 
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Cottonwood Canyon 
Plate 25 
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Portrait of!. Young Lady 

Plate 26 
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I'll watc~ ~~Listen 

Plate 27 
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oman in! Big~ 

Plate 28 
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Suromer's
1 

Evening 

Plate 29 
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Still Life ,l ith Grapes 

Plate 30 
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-Prayer 

Plate 31 
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Marine Theme 

Plate 32 
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Composition 

Plate 33 
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